
KXNW-TV (34.1 & 34.2) Quarterly Issues/Program List 

 

Description of Programs 

Providing Most Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

1st Quarter 2013 

January 1, 2013 – March 31, 2013 

 

 

Locally Produced News Programming 

 

Program Day Time 

5 News at 9:00 PM (34.1) Monday - Sunday 9:00-9:30 PM 

5 News at 4:30 AM (34.2) Monday - Friday 4:30-5:00 AM 

5 News at 5:00 AM (34.2) Monday - Friday 5:00-6:00 AM 

5 News at 6:00 AM (34.2) Monday - Friday 6:00-7:00 AM 

5 News at Noon (34.2) Monday - Friday 12-12:30 PM 

5 News at 5:00 PM (34.2) Monday - Friday 5:00-5:30 PM 

5 News at 6:00 PM (34.2) Monday -- Friday 6:00-6:30 PM 

5 News at 10:00 PM (34.2) Monday -Sunday 10:00-10:35 PM 

5 News at 5:00 PM (34.2) Saturday 5:00-5:30 PM 

5 News at 6:00 PM (34.2) Saturday 6:00-6:30 PM 

5 News at 5:30 PM (34.2) Sunday 5:30-6:00 PM 

 

The above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports and issue-related feature stories 

and segments. Issue-responsive program segments are usually 90-150 seconds in duration, unless otherwise noted. 5 Sunday 

Morning contains interviews with community leaders/organizations/businesses which are usually from 4-5 minutes in length. 

 

 

EYE OPENER (KXNW 34.1) Monday-Friday 7:00-9:00 AM 

Eye Opener is a syndicated morning news, comedy, and variety show that covers breaking news, pop culture, health, tech, and 

relationships. KXNW also generates locally produced segments that cover area stories of interest. 

 

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (KXNW 34.1) Sunday 10:00-10:30 AM 

The Wall Street Journal Report is a half-hour weekly series that delivers the last word in financial information and a first look at the 

business week ahead. Maria Bartiromo serves as host and managing editor. 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (KXNW 34.2) Saturday 9:00-10:00 PM 

This 60-minute CBS program focuses on an in-depth examination of a crime-based mystery.  Its unique approach delves into a 

single subject and examines it from multiple angles. 

 

FACE THE NATION (KXNW 34.2) Sunday 9:30-10:30 AM 

CBS News Correspondents hosts this 60-minute CBS program that interviews newsmakers on the latest issues.  Guests include 

government leaders, politicians, and international figures in the news that take part in a lively roundtable discussion focusing on 

current topics. 

 

60 MINUTES (KXNW 34.2) Sunday 6:00-7:00 PM 

This 60 minute CBS News program provides a blend of hard-hitting investigative reports, interviews, feature segments and profiles 

of people in the news.  The program usually has three segments, each approximately 12 to 14 minutes in duration. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

PROGRAM:  Public Service Messages DATE AIRED:  January - March 

 

PROGRAM SUMMARY:  PSAs ran promoting the following: health issues, organizations, events, etc. 

 

 

Drunk Driving - Breath 

Drunk Driving - Parent 

Speak Up 

Wordplay 

Forest 

Common Journey 

Adopt US Kids 

Autism 

Animal Society 

Carton Council 

Clean 

MADD 

Broadband 

Humane Society 

Arkansas National Mortgage Service - 

GotYourBackArkansas.com 

Center for Art & Education 

Jimmy Rane 

Forest Service 

Wildfire Prevent 

Fatherhood 

Bullying 

Solitary 

Newborn Survival 

Adoption 

Relay for Life 

Indian Diabetes 

NHS Jazz Band Fundraiser 

Graduate NWA - Carlos 

Graduate NWA - Mandi 

Graduate NWA - Phil 

Poison Prevent Week 1 

Poison Prevent Week 2 

Fountain of Youth LOCAL 

 

 



PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT 

OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
 

 

BUSINESS 

Business Profile, Stocks, Taxes, Bonds, etc. 
 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  01-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A tour of the new Chancellor Hotel in historic downtown Fayetteville. The hotel has been fully 

restored and they addressed not only the cosmetic issues and but also the issues of mechanical 

structure. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:57 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Paper" - a report on the controversial decision by Advance Publications (owned by the 

Newhouse family) to reduce the heretofore daily publication of the print edition of the New Orleans 

Times-Picayune newspaper to three days a week, and to focus instead on the paper's digital version 

and twenty-four hour website. Includes interviews with: Mitch Landrieu, mayor of New Orleans; 

David Carr, reporter, The New York Times; Jim Amoss, editor, The Times-Picayune; and comments 

by Anne Milling, New Orleans philanthropist; Lolis Elie, writer and former Times-Picayune 

columnist; Gregory Aymond, Archbishop of New Orleans. (C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin 

Curran) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Design Thinking" - an interview / profile of product design innovator David Kelley, and his Silicon 

Valley company, IDEO. His philosophy of mindfully incorporating human behavior into design has 

resulted in the creation of some of the world's most iconic products, like the stand-up toothpaste tube 

and the computer mouse for Apple. (C: Charlie Rose - P. Katherine Davis) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 10:00pm   

DATE AIRED:  01-15-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Arkansas Gov. Mike Beebe delivers State of the State Address.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:01, 2 Minutes  &  10:01, 1:30 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  01-20-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Investment Strategist Russ Koesterich and the former chief economist for Vice President Biden, 

Jared Bernstein, discuss the debt ceiling debate's impact on the markets and the ways corporate 

America will do business. The CEO who compared health care reform to "fascism," Whole Foods' 

John Mackey talk about the costs of health and healthy food. Municipal bond investor Alexandra 

Lebenthal started a series of women-only poker nights, proving that mastering the poker face is good 

for business. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A rare opportunity to see the iconic work of American Illustrator Norman Rockwell is coming to 



Crystal Bridges. Find out how to secure your tickets early.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01, 25 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-28-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Widespread stomach illness has forced the Lincoln School District to close its doors for the next few 

days.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:01, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  02-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Former Federal Reserve Vice Chair and Economics Professor at Princeton University Alan Blinder 

and former Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman on the disappointing performance of U.S. 

gross domestic product at the end of 2012 and its impact on the economy in the year ahead. 

Billionaire philanthropist and Microsoft founder Bill Gates discusses the technology and 

performance of the company he founded. "Smash" producers Craig Zadan and Neil Meron on the 

musical business from Broadway to Hollywood to the 2013 Academy Awards. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Arkansas House and Senate passed a bill that would allow people with a concealed-carry permit 

to bring their guns inside churches.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:02, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Nobel Prize winning economist and NY Times Columnist Paul Krugman on the looming sequester, 

the growing deficit, and how to boost the American economy. Former Chairman of AT&T, Ed 

Whitacre, came out of retirement to run General Motors during the auto bailout. He discusses 

lessons of the auto bailout, and its impact on American business management. An inside look at the 

rare and semi-private world of bespoke jewelry, with Ward Landrigan, CEO of Verdura Jewelry 

about the high-end company you may not have heard of, but is a long-favorite among America's best 

and brightest. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  02-21-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Microbreweries are growing in popularity. We go inside Core Brewing, one of Northwest Arkansas' 

fastest growing breweries, and talk to owner Jesse Core. We learn about the beers as we tour the new 

Core Brewing manufacturing facility in north Springdale. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:59 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-21-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Ever since the Newton, Connecticut, school shooting and the call for gun control following the 

shooting, guns are flying off the shelves. Background checks are now at their highest level in 15 

years. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:01, 2 minutes 

 



PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  02-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Northwest Arkansas' biggest business leaders are working together to improve the region's quality of 

life. Find out some of the Northwest Arkansas Council's top initiatives when President Mike Malone 

visits with Kelly Kemp. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:58 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  & 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  02-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: If your favorite pair of dress shoes has a blowout a few days before a big event what you need is a 

cobbler. For the last six decades, Clardy's Cobbler Shoppe in Fayetteville has been helping 

customers reclaim the very bottom of their soles. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:15, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-28-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Approximately 150 jobs at Allen’s, Inc. canning in Van Buren will be moved to Northwest Arkansas 

when the canning company consolidates that location with its Siloam Springs operation. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:03, 45 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Gov. Mike Beebe signed the professor-carry bill into law Friday (March 1), allowing public 

university, college and community college faculty and staff with a concealed-carry permit to take a 

concealed handgun onto campus. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:03, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  03-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Benton County investigators released an arrest report Tuesday that states Susan Fleck shot her 

husband after finding a picture on his iPad of him embracing another woman. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:00, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "China's Real Estate Mogul" - an interview / profile with Zhang Xin of China, the fifth richest self-

made billionaire woman in the world. Zhang Xin works with her husband Pan Shiyi and is a 

developer for SOHO China, with her success stemming from a narrow focus: only office buildings 

in Beijing and Shanghai. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) "China's Real Estate Bubble" - an 

examination of the precarious state of the Chinese residential real estate industry, where 

overbuilding and massive investment by the emerging middle class have resulted in a housing 

bubble that may be about to burst. Includes interviews with Gillem Tulloch, Hong Kong-based 

financial analyst; Wang Shi, CEO of Vanke real estate; Anne Stevenson-Yang, managing principal, 

J Capital Research. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Sheryl Sandberg" - an interview / profile of Sheryl Sandberg, former Google executive and current 

Chief Operating Officer (COO) of Facebook, the social media company. Her book, "Lean In", 



speaks of the feminist movement which she claims has stalled, and her hopes of women taking on 

leadership roles. Includes an interview with: Dave Goldberg, Sheryl's husband. (C: Norah O'Donnell 

- P: Tanya Simon, Deirdre Naphin Curran) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-12-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Highway 412 lane expansion project from Washington Avenue to State Line Road in Siloam 

Springs expanded the road from four to six lanes. But now there is a median that some say is 

preventing drivers from turning left directly into businesses. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:02, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  03-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Ahead of the FOMC meeting, former Fed Governor Randy Kroszner and President of Principal 

Global Investors Jim McCaughan predict the Fed's reaction to the market's all-time highs. CEO of 

The Walt Disney Company, Bob Iger, talks the technological future for Disney and Mickey Mouse's 

return to screens. Joe Peta, Author of "Trading Bases" and Former Lehman Trader, took what he 

knew about stocks to make money in sports, how this former trader beat Vegas odds by turning a 

stock-picking eye to baseball. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Innovator" - an interview / profile of Jack Dorsey, creator of the popular social medium, 

Twitter. He discusses his separation and reunion with Twitter and introduces his latest innovation, 

Square, a company which taps into the mobile payment industry. (C: Lara Logan - P: Tom 

Anderson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  03-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Just south of Downtown Fayetteville you'll find Rick's Iron Skillet, a restaurant still providing 

delicious home cooked meals after years of service. Rick's serves breakfast and lunch seven days a 

week. It's not the fancy decor, but the fresh ingredients and down home service that keeps customers 

coming back. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:15, 2 Minutes  &  6:45 a.m., 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  03-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: All eyes were on the Federal Reserve and Cyprus this week. The Fed maintained its easy money 

policy, while the Cypriot banking crisis threatened to engulf the tiny country. We turn to Charles 

Schwab, Chief Investment Strategist Liz Ann Sonders, and Guardian U.S. Finance and Economics 

Editor Heidi Moore on how both events could impact your money. Starbucks CEO and Chairman 

Howard Schultz talks increasing the minimum wage, farming and java's hi-tech future. Apple's 

iPhone, the dominant force in the Smartphone market, is seeing fresh competition from the likes of 

Samsung, HTC and the newly-available BlackBerry Z10. CNET.com Senior Editor Dan Ackerman 

walks us through which Smartphone has the magic touch. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

 



COMMUNITY 

Community Events, Issues or Problems 
 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  01-18-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KXNW was a sponsor of the Arkansas Tackle and Hunting Show in Fort Smith. This event featured 

new products for 2013 and custom hand made products from dealers around the world. The show 

also featured the latest in hunting apparel; guides and outfitters from around the world; and the best 

deals on ammo, guns, knives, and leather products. Viewers were also able to meet Troy Landry and 

Chase Landry from "The Swamp People" and the Campbell's from the "American Hoggers" 

television series. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb was emcee for the Polar Bear Plunge which benefited Special Olympics. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Daren Bobb, anchor, was emcee for the Celebrate Trinity fundraiser which helped raise money for 

Trinity Jr. High School. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Arkansas House and Senate passed a bill that would allow people with a concealed-carry permit 

to bring their guns inside churches.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:00, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-08-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb was emcee for the Fort Smith Museum of History Mardi Gras. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-09-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb was emcee for the ADDY Awards. Several other KXNW employees attended 

the 2013 Addy Awards held in Fort Smith. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-12-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb welcomed the audience to a special presentation of "In The Mood" at Alma 

Performing Arts Center. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 



DATE AIRED:  02-16-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb was co-host for the Lions Club Auction which was broadcast on KXNW. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Meteorologist Joe Pennington presented a Severe Weather Safety course at the Janet Huckabee 

Wildlife Center in Fort Smith. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-22-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Joe Pennington volunteered at the KMAG St. Jude's Radio Telethon. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  & 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The city of Rogers can move ahead with a 10.5 acre purchase for $201,662 on Bellview Road if the 

City Council approves at its next meeting.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:02, 2 minutes  &  10:02, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  02-25-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Get the details on a Fayetteville trail project that will soon be part of the 36-mile-long Razorback 

Greenway trail system, which seeks to connect trails from Bella Vista to Fayetteville, basically 

connecting all area major cities along a single trail system. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:02, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  02-25-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb welcomed the audience at the performance of "Biloxi Blues" held at the Alma 

Performing Arts Center. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  03-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KXNW was a sponsor of Grape Escapes 2013 to benefit the Bost Foundation which provides 

services to individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities and other related conditions. 

Anchors Daren Bobb and Ashley Beck attended. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  03-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Daren Bobb, Anchor, was emcee for the Miss University of Arkansas Fort Smith Pageant. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  03-04-2013 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb talked to members of the Noon Exchange Club in the studio. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  03-09-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Junior League of Fort Smith hosted the second annual Reach Out & Run 5K at Chaffee 

Crossing. The event is a fundraiser for community projects such as Kids in the Kitchen, Project Girls 

Education and Mentoring, the Children's Emergency Shelter. KXNW was a sponsor of the 5K run. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  03-20-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Meteorologist Joe Pennington was a speaker at the Arkansas Safety Council in Fort Smith; his topic 

of discussion was the Economic Impact of Severe Weather Warnings on Industries in Arkansas. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  03-22-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: KXNW Anchor/Reporter Heather Lewis was emcee and Team Leader for the MDA Muscle Walk 

held in Fort Smith. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: Community 

DATE AIRED:  03-23-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchor Daren Bobb emceed the Elvis Back in Fort Smith concert. 

TIME AND DURATION:  
 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The wintry weather caused the cancellation of the re-enactment of the Battle of Pea Ridge. The 

three-day event started on Friday but was cut short, according to organizers, because some re-

enactors traveled from the Northern states where there was snow accumulation. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:01, 2 Minutes 

 

 

CONSUMER 

Economy, Fuel Economy, Fraud, Finance, Prescription Drug Savings 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  01-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Whether you're a "thimble" or maybe more of a "boot," your favorite Monopoly game piece may 

soon be retired. Monopoly is putting their iconic game pieces up for a vote. The one with the fewest 

votes goes to jail and is replaced by a new game piece, forever.  

TIME AND DURATION:  12:07, :25 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  01-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Bicycling is a big deal with the opening of the Arkansas Greenway Trails system in Northwest 

Arkansas. Viewers were given some great tips from the experts at Lewis & Clark Outfitters in 



Fayetteville on how to select the right bike. Information was also given about some great how-to 

clinics for bicycle enthusiasts as well as some upcoming rides planned at Lewis & Clark Outfitters. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:57 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Fall of Lance Armstrong" - an interview with U.S. Anti-Doping Agency CEO Travis Tygart, 

who claims that cyclist Lance Armstrong, in a recent interview with Oprah Winfrey, withheld the 

full truth about his doping and lied on key issues. Also includes an interview with Tyler Hamilton, a 

former teammate of Armstrong. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Michael Radutzky, Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de 

Granados) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  02-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fayetteville Farmer's Market has added a "Winter Market" to offer local products year-round. 

The market is located at the Botanical Gardens of the Ozarks. Our reporter talked with the market's 

public coordinator Lori Boatright to bring us the details. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:58 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "40 Million Mistakes" - a report on the incidence of errors in consumers' credit reports, as issued by 

Equifax, Experian and TransUnion -- the three major credit reporting agencies -- and the difficulties 

encountered when people attempt to have these mistakes expunged. Includes interviews with: Jon 

Leibowitz, Federal Trade Commission (FTC) chairman; Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General; 

Judy Thomas, inaccurate report victim; former Experian employees Enzo Valdivia, Carolina 

Herrera, Rodolfo Carrasco; Sylvia Goldsmith and Len Bennett, inaccurate report victims. (C: Steve 

Kroft - P: James Jacoby, Michael Karzis) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  03-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exterior Designer Daniel Keeley of DK Designs takes us to the Potting Shed in north Springdale to 

demonstrate how to bring the great outdoors indoors during the cooler months. Indoor plants can 

brighten up any room and help you prepare for spring. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:59 

 

 

CRIME 

Animal Abuse, Family Violence, Drugs, Crime Prevention 
 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  01-05-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "Ransom" - A report on the mysterious 2008 disappearance of Robert Wiles, the son of 

millionaire business owner Tom Wiles, who received an e-mail ransom note demanding $750,000 

for the safe return of the 26-year-old, who had been working at the family business, National Flight 

Services in Lakeland, Florida, an aircraft maintenance company with offices and clients worldwide. 

On April 3, Tom Wiles opened an e-mail from his son Robert. It was a ransom demand signed, 

"Group X", and asked for Tom to put $750,000 in Robert's office if he ever wanted to see his son 

alive again. Robert was last seen by his co-worker Stobert (Toby) Holt on April 1, 2008, and the 

kidnappers set a deadline of April 8th to receive the money. Tom involved the FBI with the ransom 

note, and when Tom arrived in Florida they set up a sting operation in Robert's office to try to find 



out who the kidnappers were. After monitoring a box placed in Robert's office filled with coffee that 

weighed the same as $750,000, days started to pass by with no one entering the room. Toby Holt, 

Operations Manager, was handpicked by Tom to assist the FBI in monitoring Robert's office. There 

were no leads in the case until agents tracked Robert's phone records to see which cell towers were 

used, and this lead them to subpoena the Florida Turnpike Authority to view video of toll booths on 

the Polk Parkway. When Tom viewed the tape, he recognized Toby Holt's car pass through a toll. In 

the picture Toby's right arm looks to be in a position of holding a phone, and when agents went 

through Holt's phone record, it showed his number was not in use while going through the tolls, 

piquing the FBI's interest. This is when the investigation, which had been focused on the Wiles' 

family and an alcoholic ex-employee, Steve Lindsey, turned solely towards Toby Holt. When agents 

brought Holt in for questioning they determined his whereabouts on the night of Robert's 

disappearance were unsubstantiated and he lied when he said he didn't have any guns in his car when 

they found a handgun under the hood. Moreover, Holt was cheating on his wife with at least a dozen 

women. The FBI called in reinforcements to help move along the case with local police and 

detectives, and this group discovered Holt and Robert's phones were traveling together to make for a 

good circumstantial case. On December 19, 2009 agents arrested Toby Holt for extortion, 

kidnapping, and first-degree murder. 48 HOURS MYSTERY spoke with Holt while he was in South 

County Jail through television cameras and monitors, and he maintained his innocence. The trial 

opened in January 2012 and the prosecution used phone records as evidence in addition to work e-

mails, showcasing a contentious relationship between Robert and Holt as a motive. Holt's lawyer 

said he was taking a sip of Diet Dr. Pepper when the photo was taken of him going through the toll 

booth, not using a phone; he pinned everything on ex-worker Steve Lindsey. However, Steve 

Lindsey died of lung cancer while the case was under investigation. The jury spent four hours 

deliberating and the judge read, "...the defendant is guilty of manslaughter." Holt was sentenced to 

30 years in prison for manslaughter and extortion. Robert's body has yet to be found. On Screen Text 

Graphics: Toby Holt is appealing his conviction based on insufficient evidence. Holt is currently 

scheduled for release in 2039. He will be 72 years old. Interviewed: Tom Wiles, Robert's father; 

Audra Wiles, Robert's sister; Pamela, Robert's mother; Tierney Wiles, Robert's sister; David 

Palmisano, Robert's friend; Jim Bucenell, FBI Special Agent; Dan Kelly, FBI Special Agent; Janie 

Beard, Robert's barber; Joel Valle, airplane engine repair company owner; Tommy Ray, Florida 

Special Agent; Cass Castillo, prosecutor; Howardene Garrett, Assistant Public Defender; Stobert 

(Toby) Holt, NFS worker; Beverly Holt, Toby's ex-wife. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Allen Alter, Paul 

LaRosa) 

TIME AND DURATION:  8-9 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  01-05-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "Shattered Dreams" - A report about David Ditto, a husband accused of killing his wife, 

Katrina Ditto and possibly drugging his children. In March 2011, David Ditto called 911 to say his 

wife had fallen down a flight of stairs in their Mira Mesa, California home and slammed her head on 

a tile floor. First responders were suspicious of Ditto's version of what happened because of the 

extent of Katrina's injuries and the positioning of the body. Ditto said he tried to administer CPR, 

which they also doubted. Katrina Ditto died two days later. The Medical Examiner ruled that Katrina 

was beaten and strangled; Ditto was charged with murder. Investigators discovered that the image of 

the couple's seemingly perfect marriage was a facade. Katrina met David while he was on a vacation 

in Mexico in 1993, married him and moved to the U.S. knowing little English. They had two 

children. She had written letters to her mother in Mexico, detailing the fact that David was very 

controlling and she often wondered why she had married him. She had recently tried to break free, 

getting a job and having control of her own money for the first time in her life. Investigators also 

questioned why the teenage children, asleep in the home that night, never woke up, given the 

number of people in the house that night. They suspected the children had been drugged. David 

Ditto took the stand during the trial, giving emotional testimony; however, he was found guilty. On 

screen text graphic: David Ditto will be eligible for parole in 2037. He will be 70 years old. To this 

day, Ditto insists he's innocent and has hired a new defense attorney to file an appeal. Four months 

before Katrina Ditto's death, David took out a life insurance policy for his family in the event of his 

wife's death; he would have collected $150,000. He never did. Interviewed: David Ditto; Pat 

Doughty and Maggie Cascio, Ditto’s mother and sister; Silvia Benitez, Katrina Ditto's mother; Lisa 

Chandler, first responder; Jonathan Mota, co-worker of Katria Ditto; Claudine Ruiz, San Diego 

prosecutor; JC Smith, San Diego homicide detective; Dr. Othon Mena, San Diego City Medical 



Examiner; Keith Rutman, Ditto's defense attorney; jurors Francine Foman-Maisel, Christine Ellis, 

Patricia Woelk. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Deborah Grau, Gayane Keshishyan, Alec Sirken) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  01-12-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "The Perfect Family" - Bernie Pyne returned home one day in May 2011 with his young 

daughter to find his wife Ruth in the garage, brutally beaten and stabbed to death. To outsiders, the 

Pyne's appeared to be an all-American family. Bernie Pyne was a successful auto engineer who, with 

his wife, had raised a seemingly happy family in Highland Township, a suburb of Detroit, Michigan. 

They had two children, the oldest, Jeffrey, was his high school's valedictorian and on his way to 

college. After Ruth was murdered, police learned the Pyne's were not as perfect as portrayed. The 

investigation immediately turned to those who lived with Ruth, and they learned Ruth had some 

psychiatric issues, including arguments and confrontations about taking her medications. 

Investigators also learned Ruth and Bernie's marriage was fractured, and Bernie had had an affair. 

They also found Ruth's relationship with their son, Jeffrey, was strained. Ruth's sister Linda Jarvie 

thought Bernie was responsible for the murder, and given his affair, Bernie understood the 

suspicions, but he had an ironclad alibi backed by his boss and four witnesses, ruling him out as a 

suspect. Five months into the investigation, Jeffrey Pyne was charged with his mother's murder. 

Police had circumstantial evidence against Jeffrey -- blisters on his hands, lies about gardening at his 

neighbor's home and his detached demeanor when authorities told him what had happened to his 

mother. In addition, there was no sign of Ruth being sexually assaulted and no sign of a break-in. 

Before the case went to the jury, Prosecutor John Skrzynski asked the judge for another option for 

the jurors; a charge of second-degree murder, rather than the original charge of first-degree murder. 

Skrzynski believed it would make it easier for the jury to convict him. Jeffrey's defense attorney, 

James Champion, argued against it, but the judge granted the motion. After three days of jury 

deliberations the verdict was announced, and Jeffrey Pyne was found guilty of second-degree 

murder. On Screen Text Graphics: Jeffrey Pyne will be sentenced on January 29th. Under Michigan 

law, he could receive as much as life in prison with parole or as little as a year. Interviewed: Greg 

Glover, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Dave Hendrick, Oakland County Det. Sgt.; Bernie Pyne, father 

of defendant; Linda Jarvie, Ruth Pyne's sister; James Champion, defense attorney. (C: Tracy Smith - 

P: Liza Finley, Marc B. Goldbaum, Ruth Chenetz) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  01-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "Picture Perfect: The Trial of Jodi Arias" - An updated report on Jodi Arias, accused of 

murdering her boyfriend Travis Alexander in 2008. The murder was first reported on in 48 HOURS 

MYSTERY: "Picture Perfect" (OAD: 03/07/09). In that report, Arias initially told police she knew 

nothing of the killing, and then later blamed it on masked intruders. Now she has admitted her 

involvement in his murder, but claims it was in self-defense. Travis Alexander, a successful 

businessman and devout Mormon, was found murdered in his Mesa, Arizona home. He had been 

shot and then repeatedly stabbed. For a little more than a year, he had been involved with Jodi Arias, 

an aspiring photographer. She adopted his Mormon beliefs, which forbid premarital sex -- but they 

did become sexually involved. They supposedly ended their relationship when Jodi found out that 

Travis was interested in other women. Police investigation of the murder scene recovered a digital 

camera with electronically dated, sexually explicit photos Travis and Jodi had taken of themselves -- 

and photos of Travis during the time he was being killed or soon after. Further police investigation 

resulted in the arrest of Jodi Arias on charges of first-degree murder. Now, portions of her interviews 

with 48 HOURS from 2008 are being used in her death penalty trial by both the prosecution and the 

defense. Last Thursday (01/17/13), the prosecution rested. On screen text graphic: The trial of Jodie 

Arias is expected to conclude sometime next month. She faces the death penalty. Includes interviews 

with Jodi Arias; Chris and Sky Hughes, friends of Travis Alexander; Samantha and Steve 

Alexander, Travis' sister and brother; Travis' friends Taylor Searle, Brint Hiatt, and Aaron 

Mortenson; Esteban Flores, detective, Mesa Police Department; Deanna Reid, former girlfriend to 

Travis Alexander. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Josh Gelman) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 



 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  01-26-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: "An Officer and a Hero" - A report on the October 5, 2009 botched 

robbery and home invasion that left off-duty St. Louis Police Officer Isabella Lovadina and her then-

boyfriend, firefighter Nick Koenig grievously wounded and his cousin Gina Stallis dead. Lovadina 

and Koenig were taking an EMT class together in October 2009 in St. Louis, Missouri, and after 

class one evening they went to Nick's grandmother's house to study. When Nick walked Isabella to 

her car at 12:30am, she placed her gun and bulletproof vest inside and went to give Nick a hug 

goodbye. Two males approached them with guns drawn demanding whatever they had, and when 

Isabella said she didn't have anything they pointed to Nick's grandmother's house and directed them 

to go inside. Isabella and Nick were forced to their knees in the hallway upon entry. One of the 

gunmen, described as wearing a red hoodie with two gold teeth, went upstairs where Ida Rask, 

Nick's grandmother, his Aunt Rose, his cousin Gina Stallis and her two young sons were sleeping. 

The gunman forced Gina to carry a large TV down the stairs and the three women were then 

pressured to kneel next to Nick and Isabella while the two boys were left alone. Isabella decided to 

lunge up against the gunman described as wearing a black hoodie and started fighting with him, 

while Nick fought with the other man. Rose ran out the front door and started approaching 

neighbor's houses for help, with no avail. Shots rang out and Isabella was struck by the man in the 

black hoodie five times, point blank; Nick was shot three times, and Gina suffered shots that killed 

her. Gina's son Sam, 9-years old at the time, called 911 and soon after police and EMT's arrived. The 

intruders ran away before cops arrived. Isabella and Nick were rushed to the hospital. Nick had a 

bullet stuck in the back of his neck, too close to the spinal cord to operate on. A short time after the 

robbery a man checked into the ER at Barnes Hospital across town with a gunshot wound in his 

hand, and the ER technician tending to him noticed his gold teeth, the red hoodie covered in blood, 

and told the cops immediately. Police arrived at Barnes Hospital and arrested Ledale Nathan when 

they identified his red hoodie, and chased the man in the black hoodie, Mario Coleman, into a park 

and arrested him. Police found Nick's grandmother's jewelry and a black gun tossed in the park 

nearby. After Isabella identified the two men they were charged with first degree murder. Nathan 

was 16-years old at the time of the incident but he stood trial as an adult and the jury found him 

guilty. Coleman's trial was next and he was also found guilty of murder. Rose Whitrock has taken 

custody of her grandchildren. Two and a half years after the incident Nick was in a car accident and 

soon after he coughed up the bullet that was lodged in his cervical spine. Isabella retired from the 

Police Department and at her final roll call Mayor Francis G. Slay of St. Louis proclaimed February 

6, 2012 as Police Officer Isabella Lovadina day. On Screen Text Graphics: Mario Coleman and 

Ledale Nathan Jr. were sentenced to life without the possibility of parole. Nick hopes to one day 

finish the class he started and become an EMT. On screen text graphic for the 01/26/13 rebroadcast: 

Mario Coleman and Ledale Nathan Junior were sentenced to life without the possibility of parole. 

Isabella Lovadina recently found a new calling. She now works as victim's court advocate in St. 

Louis. Interviewed: Isabella Lovadina, victim; Nick Koenig, victim; Rose Whitrock, Nick's aunt, 

victim; Ida Rask, Nick's grandmother, victim; Sgt. Roger Engelhardt, St. Louis Police Dept.; Officer 

Lori Brewer, St. Louis Police Dept.; Beth Orwick, prosecutor; John Bird, prosecutor. (Producers: 

Shoshanah Wolfson, Sara Rodriguez) 

TIME AND DURATION:  8-9 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  01-26-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "Crazy Love" - A report on the investigation into the 2009 murder of millionaire Ben 

Novack, Jr. in Rye Brook, New York. Novack was the son of Bernice and Benjamin Novack, Sr., 

who once owned the famed Miami hotspot, The Fontainebleau Hotel, where the rich and famous 

came to stay in the 1960s. When the family lost their fortune and the hotel in the 70's, Benji was 

inspired to start his own business planning conferences for corporate clients, which earned him 

millions. Friends described him as a brat who ruled his empire by fear and who had a lot of enemies. 

Police suspected his wife Narcy, but did not have enough evidence to charge her; then they received 

a letter, in Spanish, which stated that Narcy Novack and her brother Cristobal Veliz were 

responsible for the crime. Police believed that Veliz had hired two men, Alejandro Garcia and Joel 

Gonzalez to kill Benji Novack. After arresting the two, Gonzalez implicated Novack and Veliz, 

along with Garcia. They were arrested on murder charges. A year later, reporter Julie Brown began 

looking into the circumstances of Bernice Novack's death, said to be from a fall. Convinced she had 



discovered a murder, she took her findings to the Fort Lauderdale police department. And as 

investigators were making a deal with Alejandro Garcia to testify against Narcy and Cristobal, he 

revealed he had also been hired to attack Bernice. Novack and Veliz were once again charged with 

murder. The motive: Narcy Novack knew Benji was having an affair and the pre-nuptial agreement 

only guaranteed her $65,000 in the event of a divorce. She had to kill Benji and his mother to get all 

the money. On screen text graphic: Narcy Novack and her brother Cristobal Veliz were sentenced to 

life in prison without the possibility of parole. Detective Alison Carpentier retired from Westchester 

County Police after the arrests. Ben Novack's fortune is still tied up in a Florida probate court. 

Interviewed: Joe Mathews, Miami Beach homicide detective; Westchester County (NY) Detective 

Alison Carpentier; Michael Allen, director of tourism, Miami, FL; reporter Julie Brown; Charlie 

Serayder, former Miami, FL police officer and a friend of Ben Novack; Det. Sgt. Terry Wilson, Rye 

Brooke, NY Police; Ben Novack's aunt Maxine Fiel; Novack's girlfriend Rebecca Bliss; Cristobal 

Veliz. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chuck Stevenson, Dena Goldstein) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  02-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: "The Stranger You Know" - a report about Marti Hill, who was 

savagely beaten in her Prairie Village, Kansas home -- and her attacker, who refuses to say why. Hill 

did not show up for work one day in September 2010, and her co-workers grew concerned when she 

did not answer texts or phone calls. Police were summoned after Hill's boss drove to her home and 

found her car still in the driveway. She was found by police, at the bottom of the basement steps, 

barely breathing and covered in blood. Believing she was dying, Prairie Village Police Officer Bill 

Baldwin tried to coax out of her who was behind the vicious attack. Doctors were not sure that she 

would survive; she was beaten and her throat slashed open. They spent hours treating her. Police 

found out that Marti was a workaholic, and if she was not working, she was at home. Her ex-

husband was ruled out as a suspect. Hill's mother alerted police towards Brian Pennington, a 

construction worker whom both she and Marti had hired to do work. Police questioned him and 

became suspicious, but needed to hear Marti's side of the story. They soon learned she was 

recovering and able to talk to police. She confirmed to police that Brian Pennington had attacked 

her; he was arrested for attempted first-degree murder. Frustrating to police was the fact that 

Pennington apparently had absolutely no motive. However, they found that he had a record of over 

sixty contacts with law enforcement officers, including several domestic violence incidents 

involving women. During the preliminary hearing, Pennington eventually agreed to a plea deal; the 

only issue would be how long he would be held in the Kansas State prison system. It took months, 

but finally a 28 1/2 year prison sentence was agreed upon. To this day, no one knows why 

Pennington attacked Marti Hill. Onscreen text graphic: We wrote to Brian Pennington to ask why he 

attacked Marti Hill. He did not respond. Marti has created a website to help women recover from 

traumatic events. Interviewed: Marti Hill; Tom Mai, Marti's boss; co-workers Stephanie Scheibler, 

Jan Schul; Dr. Harry Wilkins III, trauma surgeon; Prairie Village Police Officer Bill Baldwin; Prairie 

Village Police Detectives Luke Roth and Jason Wakefield; Shirley Roth, Marti’s mother; Mackenzie 

Hill, Marti's daughter; Cami Gill and Monica Gill, Marti's sisters; Dr. Kim Poecker; Prosecutor 

Vanessa Riebli. (P: Chris Young-Ritzen, Stephen A. McCain) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  02-09-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "Desperate Measures" - a report about a wealthy married couple, Dennis and Merna 

Koula, who were found shot dead in their Wisconsin home, and the questions that arose surrounding 

the circumstances of their May 2010 murder. Though elderly, both continued to work, Dennis at a 

pharmacy and Merna as a teacher, even after Dennis sold his car dealership and the chain of 

pharmacies he owned. Eric Koula and his sister, Cindy Cowell, each with families of their own, 

were close to their parents. Both received money from their wealthy father: Eric received hundreds 

of thousands of dollars to start a career as a day trader, but Cindy received less compared to her 

brother. At first, police believed that the couple was targeted for assassination. Days later, police 

received their first clue: neighbor Steve Burgess, the president of a local bank, had received death 

threats. The police initially suspected a case of mistaken identity when, after checking an Internet 

map site, the Koulas' house was identified as the Burgess residence. A timeline was established, and 



a time of death was determined from the last keystroke Merna Koula made on her computer. Police 

kept this information a secret. The lead regarding possible mistaken identity turned into a dead end 

and attention turned to the Koula children. Cindy Cowell and her husband had alibis. Then Eric 

Koula claimed to have received a shocking note in the mail saying "fixed you". Following protocol, 

police examined bank records and discovered that Eric Koula had received a check from his father 

and had cashed it after their deaths. Investigators started to take a closer look at Eric's entire story. 

They discovered that Eric was in financial trouble. Helen Van Roo, a co-worker of Dennis, told 

police that Dennis had told her that he was going to stop giving his children money. Eric Koula 

became the target of the investigation and was eventually arrested and charged with two counts of 

first-degree intentional homicide. In June 2012, the trial began. Eric Koula was found guilty of 

murdering his parents and the additional charge of forging his father's name on a check. Onscreen 

Text Graphic: Eric Koula received nothing from his parents' estate. His children have filed suit to 

claim a portion of the money that should have been their father's. Interviewed: Eric Koula and Cindy 

Cowell, the Koula children; John Christophersen, former special agent, Wisconsin Department of 

Justice; Christine Koula, Eric's wife and Dexter Koula, Eric's son; Helen Van Roo, Dennis Koula's 

co-worker; Tim Gruenke, prosecutor; Gary Freyberg, co-prosecutor; Jim Koby, lead defense 

attorney; Keith Belzer, defense attorney. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Susan Mallie) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 Hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  02-16-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "Honor and Dishonor" - a report on Sgt. Brent Burke, who was court-martialed for the 

2007 murders of Tracy Burke, his estranged wife and his former mother-in-law, Karen Comer. Four 

civilian trials, with no physical evidence, had already led to three mistrials and a hung jury; but the 

military decided to move forward with action under the uniform code of military justice. Tracy 

Burke and Karen Comer were discovered shot to death in Comer's Rineyville, Kentucky home. 

When it was discovered that Tracy was in the process of going through a divorce, Sgt. Brent Burke 

was taken into custody and booked for murder. There was little physical evidence and no murder 

weapon, but during an interview, Eion Burke, a young child of four, said that Sgt. Burke was the 

killer. When charges were dropped and he was released from jail, Kentucky State Police spoke to the 

Army and they came to the same conclusion: a case for murder, this time to be tried by the Army's 

Judge Advocate Generals Corps (JAG) because Burke on active duty at Fort Campbell when the 

crimes were committed. He would face a court martial trial which is very different from a civilian 

court trial -- there is always a verdict and never a hung jury. The trial commenced and the JAG 

prosecution team was able to present physical evidence -- a tiny piece of glass taken off of Burke's 

coat, which was similar to the shattered glass door at the crime scene. The panel decided that Sgt. 

Burke was guilty and that he would serve a life sentence without parole. He would also be 

dishonorably discharged and stripped of his rank. Onscreen text graphic: Tracy Burke's children visit 

each other regularly. According to military law, Brent Burke will get an automatic appeal. 

Interviewed: JAG prosecution team members: Lt. Colonel Matthew Calarco, Major Sondra Smith, 

Captain Janae Lepir; U.S. Army Defense Attorney Nathan Brown; JAG attorney Major Rebecca 

Kliem; Kentucky State Police Detective Larry Walker; Kentucky State Police Investigator Mark 

Gillingham; Tracy Burke's father and step-mother David and Gractia Wilburn; Tracy Burke's sister-

in-law Hillary Wilburn; defense attorneys Chris Davenport and David Broderick; Brent Burke's 

parents Stan and Irene Burke; Master Sergeant Michelle Kerstetter, Karen Comer's daughter. (C: 

Richard Schlesinger - P: Marcelena Spencer) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  02-23-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "The Accuser" - a follow-up to "Dream Killer" (OAD: 02/18/06) and "The Lost Night" 

(OAD: 03/26/11). Correspondent Erin Moriarty and the 48 HOURS team have been investigating 

the murder of sports editor Kent Heitholt and the bizarre circumstances that have put Ryan Ferguson 

in prison for the crime. Heitholt was found bludgeoned and strangled in 2001. Two years later, 

police got a tip that Charles Erickson had told a friend that he and Ryan Ferguson may have 

committed the crime because they were out drinking the night of the murder and had decided to rob 

someone, but his memory of the incident was foggy. Based on Erickson’s confession, both were 

arrested and tried for murder. During the trial, Erickson offered key details in his testimony that 



were not part of his initial confession. Both were found guilty. Ryan Ferguson received a forty year 

sentence. Ferguson's father's unceasing efforts to prove his son's innocence led to the discovery of 

evidence contradicting Erickson's story. Then Jerry Trump, a trial witness, recanted his testimony. 

With the assistance of attorney Kathleen Zellner, a new hearing was secured. Then Erickson's story 

changed again. He agreed to speak exclusively to 48 HOURS to reveal new details about how his 

confession put both men in prison. He said he has lied before and exonerated Ryan Ferguson, but his 

new version of the story also had its problems. Jerry Trump said he felt pressured to lie during the 

trial and was haunted by his testimony. The appeal commenced. It was denied; the judge sided with 

the Missouri attorney general and said that Erickson was far more credible seven years ago than he 

is today. The conviction stands. On screen text graphic: Kathleen Zellner has appealed this latest 

decision. It's Ryan Ferguson's 13th attempt to overturn his conviction. Interviewed: Ryan Ferguson; 

his father, Bill Ferguson; the accused Chuck Erickson; sports writer Michael Boyd; janitor/witness 

Shawna Ornt; attorney Kathleen Zellner; forensic pathologist Dr. Larry Blum. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: 

Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

TIME AND DURATION:  8-9 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  03-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Usual Suspect" - a report about the death of Tina Caronna, a Memphis, Tennessee woman with 

a doting husband and a garage full of cars, who disappeared in 2008 and after two days, was found 

dead in the back seat of her Chevrolet Avalanche. The initial suspicion was carjacking; the only 

thing certain was homicide. Tina and her husband Joe led a charmed life: both with successful 

finance careers and a lifestyle that included cars, cruises and casinos. Joe accompanied Tina 

everywhere; but that meant less time for Tina with her mother and the two became estranged. Law 

enforcement officials thought the crime scene had been staged; Jerry Hathaway, Joe's friend and 

alibi, began to suspect that too. His suspicions were raised when he learned that the Avalanche was 

found on a dead-end street not far from where the couple's automobile storage unit was located and 

he also noticed one too many cars parked at the Caronna's house. As the investigation continued, 

financial fraud and a secret affair on Joe's part were discovered. Investigators asked Joe's mistress, 

Becky Black, to wear a wire when meeting with Joe, but doubted that the affair was the motive for 

the crime. They learned about a home the Caronna's were planning to buy. Prosecutors believed that 

Caronna did not want Tina or the bank looking into his finances: his business was a house of cards 

and he was scamming people, including Tina and his closest friends. Joe disappeared, eventually 

surrendered and was charged with first-degree murder. Four years later, the trial commenced: Joe 

Caronna was found guilty and sentenced to life in prison. On-screen text graphic: This week, Joe 

Caronna pleaded guilty to four of the 57 federal charges of fraud, embezzlement and money 

laundering. Caronna could face an additional 50 years for the federal charges added to his murder 

conviction. Interviewed: Shelby County prosecutor Tom Henderson; prosecution team members 

Karen Cook and Danielle McCollum; Tina Caronna's son Todd Gray and her mother Clara Murphy; 

friends of the couple: Cathy and Matt Struna, Gary and Pat Hathaway; Joe’s mistress Becky Black; 

Joe's friend Patricia Turner; jury members Jeanna, Ron and Amy (no last names available). (C: 

Maureen Maher - P: Sara Ely Hulse, Ruth Chenetz, Charlotte A. Fuller) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  03-09-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: LIVE TO TELL: "Three Days Before Christmas" - the story of sisters Linae and Tricia Tiede who in 

December 1990, were held hostage by two men -- Von Lester Taylor and Edward Steven Deli. 

Taylor and Deli invaded the family cabin in Oakley, Utah and shot their mother, father and 

grandmother. The sisters owe their lives to their quick-thinking uncle, Randy Zorn, and their heroic 

father, Rolf, whose fierce determination gave him the super-human strength needed to ignore his 

own pain and save his daughters. The Tiede family had gone to spend Christmas at the family cabin. 

Sisters Linae and Tricia Tiede, only twenty and sixteen years old respectively, were forced to 

witness the murders of their mother and grandmother. They also planned to burn down the home and 

take the sisters hostage. The sisters drove the men on snowmobiles past their Uncle Randy, who 

realized something was dreadfully wrong. His brother, Rolf, though wounded, was somehow able to 

get on a snowmobile and alert Randy as to what had happened and Randy called 911. The police 

caught Taylor and Deli and rescued the girls. Taylor and Deli were charged with the murders, 



aggravated kidnapping, arson and the high-speed chase. Taylor eventually pled guilty to two counts 

of capital murder. He opted to go before a jury instead of a judge, and was sentenced to death for the 

two murders. Deli went to trial. The sisters testified at the trial, as did their father, whom Deli had 

not realized had survived. Deli was convicted of second degree murder, with no option for the death 

penalty because of a jury member holdout. Today, the family continues to return to the cabin, 

enjoying their life there. In November 2008, Rolf Tiede died from cancer. On screen text graphic: 

Von Lester Taylor, sentenced to death for two murders, has been fighting for his own life ever since. 

He remains on death row, appealing his case. Included interviews with sisters Linae Tiede and Tricia 

Tiede; their uncle, Randy Zorn; Joseph Offert, lead investigator; Brad Wilde, patrol deputy; their 

aunt, Claudia Tidwell Nelson; Thomas Brunker, assistant attorney general; Nathan Coats, Linae's 

husband. (P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Stephen A. McCain) 

TIME AND DURATION:  8-9 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  03-09-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Cold as Ice" - a report on a 55-year-old cold case, in which a childhood memory of a friend's 

murder was the key to solving the case of the death of 7-year-old Maria Ridulph, from Sycamore, 

Illinois. In 1957, while playing in the snow with Maria Ridulph, eight-year-old Kathy Chapman 

went home for mittens. When she returned, Maria was nowhere to be found. Both girls had been 

talking to a man who called himself "Johnny"; a frantic search failed to locate Maria. The FBI took 

over the case but when her body was found five months later, the Illinois State Police took over the 

case, but it went cold. Almost fifty years later, Jeanne Tessier's mother, a Sycamore neighbor, made 

a shocking deathbed confession: her son, John Tessier, was Maria's killer and she urged her daughter 

to contact the authorities. Jeanne Tessier contacts the FBI and the Sycamore Police. Her brother 

appeared to have had an alibi and had passed a polygraph test. Both agencies chose not to 

investigate. Ten years later, Jeanne contacted the Illinois State Police. During the course of the 

investigation, long buried sexual secrets of the Tessier family came to light. Maria’s playmate, now 

a 61-year-old grandmother, identified a photo of John Tessier as "Johnny", who is now a 72-year-old 

former policeman from Seattle, Washington, and now known as Jack McCullough. He was arrested 

and charged with murder. There was little or no physical evidence in the crime; prosecutors chose to 

charge McCullough with a different crime: the rape of his sister, fifty-five years ago. They felt they 

had a better chance of conviction. But the prosecutor had promised Jeanne Tessier that he would 

never pursue a rape trial without her consent. With no physical evidence to back up her story, Jeanne 

Tessier felt betrayed by prosecutor Clay Campbell and feared her word would not be enough for a 

conviction. McCullough was found not guilty. Five months later, the murder trial commenced. Jack 

McCullough felt confident he would be acquitted in this mostly circumstantial case too. When both 

sides rested, the judge delivered his decision: guilty. McCullough was sentenced to life in prison. 

On-screen text graphic: Clay Campbell won the case, but in November 2012, he lost his bid for re-

election. Interviewed: Maria Ridulph's childhood friend Kathy Chapman; Maria Ridulph's brother 

Chuck Ridulph; Patrick Solar, retired Sycamore Police Lieutenant; the sisters of suspect John 

Tessier/Ray McCullough: Jeanne Tessier and Jan Tessier; Special Agent Brion Hanley; suspect Jack 

McCullough (a.k.a. John Tessier); Prosecutor Clay Campbell; Seattle cold-case detectives Mike 

Ciesynski and Cloyd Steiger; McCullough's step-daughter Janey O'Connor; Tacoma 

bartender/former 14-year-old runaway Michelle Weinman; defense investigator Crystal Harrole. (C: 

Erin Moriarty - P: Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Peter Henderson) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-12-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Bentonville man turned himself in about three hours after initially barricading himself inside a 

home with a gun Tuesday afternoon, police say. The Bentonville Police Department responded to 

2805 S.W. Tanglewood Ave. and began taping off the immediate area shortly after noon, police said. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:00, 2 Minutes  &  9:01, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  03-16-2013 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Ambushed" - a report on the investigation into the 1988 disappearance of David Jackson in 

Pembroke Pines, Florida; the eventual discovery of his body; and of the efforts of the young man 

who helped police find his father's killer. In 1988, David Jackson disappeared, but the case grew 

cold. In 2003, the case was re-opened with Detective Donna Velazquez in charge. By chance, Police 

Explorer recruit John Wolfe saw a poster and shocked police by stating that the man pictured was 

his father. Wolfe told investigators that he felt his mother, Barbara Britton, was holding back 

information about the crime and agreed to work with the police. Their investigation revealed: (1) the 

couple had married young, divorced and shared custody of their child; (2) Barbara married Michael 

Wolfe and relocated to Arizona; (3) Jackson fought and won visitation rights; (4) Jackson's father-in-

law Harry Britton hated him. Detective Velazquez was convinced that Jackson was murdered and 

that his ex-wife had something to do with it -- and if she was involved, so was Michael Wolfe. 

Wolfe was arrested. During the interrogation he said that Barbara's father had wanted Jackson dead 

and had turned to him for advice about killing him. Both of Wolfe's ex-wives, Nancy Graham and 

Carole Larson, corroborated this information. Britton could not be arrested because all the 

information collected was considered hearsay. At trial, Michael Wolfe was convicted of murder. He 

then promised prosecutors evidence that would put Barbara Britton away. He told a story of how she 

and her father were deeply involved in the planning of the murder and that he had agreed to kill 

David Jackson to keep peace in the family. A few months later, Britton left him and filed for child 

support. Twenty-two years after Jackson's disappearance, Barbara Britton was arrested for murder. 

To avoid prison, she ultimately accepted a plea bargain to a reduced charge because the District 

Attorney recognized that they would probably not be able to obtain a first-degree murder conviction. 

On screen text graphic: Despite the plea deal John Wolfe continues to support his mother, Barbara. 

He is estranged from his grandmother, Judy. John still hopes to be a police officer. He currently 

works as a security guard at a Florida shopping mall. Michael Wolfe, who offered to testify about 

Barbara's involvement in David Jackson’s murder, never got the reduced sentence he was hoping 

for. Interviewed: the brother and mother of David Jackson -- Mark Jackson and Judy Carlsson; 

former wife/defendant Barbara Britton; Det. Donna Velazquez; the son of David Jackson and 

Barbara Britton, John Wolfe; former wife of Michael Wolfe, Nancy Graham; defendant Michael 

Wolfe; Barbara Britton's defense attorney Keith Seltzer. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Patti Aronofsky, Peter 

Shaw, Tamara Weitzman, Alec Sirken) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:21-10:21 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Hit Man" - an interview / profile with John Veasey, the subject of the book, "The Hit Man", a 

former hit man in the Philadelphia Mob turned government witness to help bring down organized 

crime there, in particular the Mafia's lead by John Stanfa and Joey Merlino. He began a new life as a 

born again Christian, with a wife and a new identity in an undisclosed Middle American suburb. 

Some interviewed in the segment express skepticism about his change. Also includes interviews 

with: Kathy Ciancaglini, wife of John Ciancaglini, whom Veasey accuses of murdering his brother, 

Billy Veasey; George Anastasia, reporter, The Philadelphia Inquirer, Paul Hayes, retired FBI Agent, 

Norma Veasey, John Veasey's wife. (C: Byron Pitts - P: Clem Taylor) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  03-23-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Murder In The OC" - a revised and updated rebroadcast on the 1994 murder of millionaire 

businessman Bill McLaughlin in his Newport Beach, California home. After his divorce, he became 

involved with the much-younger Nanette Johnston, who it was later discovered, made a habit of 

seeking out wealthy men to date. Nanette Johnston's alibi did not exactly check out: she had been at 

her son's soccer game with another man, Eric Naposki. Police referred to him as Nanette's boyfriend. 

In his first on-camera interview, Naposki, once a professional football player for the NFL, said that 

Nanette Johnston was his girlfriend in 1994, and he had his own plans of marrying her. Though he 

was a suspect, police never had enough to bring the case to trial. Nanette was charged with theft, 

pleaded guilty, served some time, and then married and divorced several very wealthy men. Naposki 

moved on with his life. In 2009, police called the family and told them they had arrested Nanette 

Johnson Packard McNeill and Eric Naposki for the murder. With no fingerprints or DNA, Orange 

County Deputy District Attorney Matt Murphy had no problem with Naposki's attorneys blaming 



Johnston, but still believes Naposki pulled the trigger. The jury convicted Naposki of murder. 

10/29/11 On Screen Text Graphic: Nanette Johnston sued the McLaughlin family soon after his 

murder for money she felt she was entitled to. They settled for $220,000. Eric Naposki's lawyers 

have filed to overturn his conviction. They argue favorable evidence was lost because prosecutors 

waited so long to file charges. The 05/29/12 update included: At trial, Nanette Johnston was found 

guilty of murder. After his own conviction, Eric Naposki contacted 48 HOURS with information 

which he said would reveal who really killed Bill McLaughlin. After pouring over evidence while 

incarcerated, he believes that Nanette arranged a hit for $50,000 with a Hollywood producer he had 

done business with and introduced her to. Police have investigated, but they consider the producer 

an unlikely suspect. Nanette Johnston was recently sentenced to life in prison. Naposki continues his 

appeal. 05/29/12 On Screen Text Graphic: Eric Naposki is now scheduled to be sentenced in August. 

The 03/23/13 updated included: the sentencing hearing in which Naposki was given life in prison 

without the possibility of parole. 3/23/13 On Screen Text Graphic: Eric Naposki is appealing his 

conviction. Included interviews with: Matt Murphy, Orange County Assistant District Attorney; 

daughters Jenny McLaughlin and Kim McLaughlin; brother Patrick McLaughlin; Don Kalal, 

McLaughlin's best friend; lead detective Tom Voth; Eric Naposki; Angela Licata, Naposki's sister; 

Dave Matthews, Leonard Jomsky, Rob Frias, friends of Eric Naposki's; Angelo McDonald, Gary 

Pohlson, John Pappalardo, Naposki's defense attorneys; Larry Montgomery, investigator; Dave 

Byington, retired detective. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Patti Aronofsky, Gayane Keshishyan) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:42-10:42 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Blindsided" - a report on Brian Banks, once a standout football star at Poly Tech High School in 

California and promising NFL candidate who, in 2002, was falsely accused by classmate Wanetta 

Gibson of rape and kidnapping. Accepting questionable legal advice to take a plea bargain, he spent 

five years in prison. Upon his release, a private investigator and a hidden camera proved his 

innocence of the crime and he was exonerated in 2012. Includes interviews with: Brian Banks, 

football player; Leomia Myers, Banks’ mother; Pete Carroll, head coach, Seattle Seahawks. (C: 

James Brown - P: Peter Radovich Jr., Gareth Hughes) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-25-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: LeFlore County deputies busted an indoor marijuana growing operation Friday night (March 22), 

according to the sheriff's office. They executed a search warrant at a residence of a convicted felon 

on Tucker Road outside of Spiro. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:03, 25 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

DATE AIRED:  03-30-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Writing on the Wall" - a report on the investigation into the May 5, 2009 murders of the wife 

and two children of Christopher Coleman, the security chief for televangelist Joyce Meyer 

Ministries. In Columbia, Illinois on the morning of May 5, Coleman called his neighbor, police 

detective Justin Barlow, and asked him to check on his wife, Sheri, and their two young sons, Gavin 

and Garett, after his own calls had gone unanswered. In months prior he had made local police 

aware of explicit death threats he was receiving regarding his involvement in Meyer's ministry. 

Barlow entered the house that morning through an unlocked basement window and upon entry he 

found spray-painted messages on the walls, with the phrases "you have paid" and "punished," and 

when he went upstairs he discovered the bodies of Coleman's family strangled to death in each of 

their beds. An investigation began and soon after police discovered Coleman was having a serious 

affair with cocktail waitress Tara Lintz, a high school friend of Sheri's. Sheri's friends came to her 

defense telling police Sheri said her husband was having an affair and if anything happened to her, 

Chris did it. Moreover, the crime scene lab found the handwriting on the wall matched up to 

Coleman's script. Two weeks after the murders police had enough evidence to charge Coleman with 

first-degree murder of his family. The trial for Coleman began two years later and the prosecution's 



computer experts discovered the e-mail threats came from Coleman's laptop, and one can of the 

spray paint used on the walls of his house was purchased at a local hardware store with a 

computerized signature linked to Coleman. The jury needed more evidence though, and it came from 

one of the jurors who noticed the date on a picture of Coleman and Lintz kissing which proved 

Coleman lied to them about when the affair began. After a guilty verdict, the judge sentenced 

Coleman to life in prison. 48 HOURS MYSTERY spoke to Coleman by phone and he denied 

planning to divorce Sheri to marry his mistress and said he did not know who murdered his family. 

On Screen Text Graphics: Sheri's family is suing Joyce Meyer Ministries. They claim the murders 

might have been prevented if the Ministries had investigated the threats more seriously. May 5th is 

the three-year anniversary of the murders of Sheri, Garett and Gavin Coleman. 03/30/13 updated On 

Screen Text Graphics: in December 2012, after a long legal battle with the Coleman's, Sheri's family 

was allowed to rebury Sheri and her sons in a cemetery closer to their home in Chicago. 

Interviewed: Chris Coleman; Justin Barlow, detective; Joe Edwards, Columbia Police Chief; Major 

Jeff Connor, Major Case Squad, St. Louis; Vanessa Riegerix, neighbor; Nick Pistor, St. Louis Post-

Dispatch reporter; Kathy LaPlante, Sheri's friend; Angela DiCiccio, Sheri’s mother; Meegan 

Turnbeaugh, Sheri’s friend; Connie and Ron Coleman; Chris' parents; Ed Parkinson, prosecutor; Bill 

Margulis, Chris’s lawyer; Gina West, juror; Olivia Shopinski, juror; Jonece Pearman, jury 

foreperson. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Sara Ely Hulse, Clare Friedland) 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:49-10:49 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-31-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Pioneer Hotel Fire" - a report on the 1970 fire at the Pioneer Hotel in Tucson, Arizona. Louis 

Taylor, then a sixteen-year-old African American, was convicted of arson and twenty-eight counts 

of murder. He has spent nearly forty-two years in prison. Now, because of a new credibility-

destroying deposition from a crucial witness (Cy Holmes, the original fire investigator) and modern 

methods of investigating arson, that conviction is being questioned. Includes an excerpt of a 2002 

interview with David Smith, a Tucson Juvenile Detective, and new interviews with Edward Novak, 

Arizona attorney; John Lentini, fire investigation expert; and Barbara LaWall, Tucson county 

prosecutor. Also includes comments by Tucson police officer Bill Briamonte and Klaus Bergman, 

and by Louis Taylor (2002). (C: Steve Kroft - P: James Jacoby, Michael Karzis) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

CULTURE 

Art and Culture, Cultural Events, Sports 
 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  01-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exterior Designer Daniel Keeley shows us how they create a year-round garden at the Clinton House 

Museum in Fayetteville. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 3:00 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  01-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: This report highlighted some of the unique local and national programming featured on KUAF 

radio, Northwest Arkansas' only National Public Radio (NPR) station. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 3:00 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Barca" - a report on Barca, the professional soccer team of Barcelona, Spain, and the training 

system of La Masia, its youth academy, which has produced many gifted players. Includes 

interviews with: John Carlin, Spanish football columnist; Barca players Cesc Fabergas, Gerard 



Pique, Lionel Messi; and Sandro Rosell, president of the club. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. 

Gavshon) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-13-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Free Diving" - a report on the increasingly popular extreme sport called free diving, in which 

divers, on one breath, and without swim fins, descend hundreds of feet down into the sea, and then 

return to the surface -- still on that same one breath. Includes interviews with: William Trubridge, 

free diver; Tanya Streeter, free diver. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-13-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two University of Arkansas students, who grew up in Fort Smith, have been chosen to perform at 

the Oklahoma City Thunder vs. Los Angeles Clippers basketball game on Jan. 22.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:03, 2 Minutes  &  9:03, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: After several years, the Fort Smith Regional Art Museum is opening its doors. Their first exhibit, the 

25 Secrets of Mona Lisa, finally on display.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:02, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  01-22-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interior Designer Pam Nolen offers tips for selecting the perfect fabric for your next do-it-yourself 

design project. She also showed a simple low-cost weekend project that will transform your dining 

room or kitchen dining space. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:58 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener  &  5News at 7:00am 

DATE AIRED:  01-25-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A rare opportunity to see the iconic work of American Illustrator Norman Rockwell is coming to 

Crystal Bridges. This report talked about the exhibit and how to secure tickets early. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:59  &  7:25, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-25-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fencing is an up and coming sport in the state of Arkansas and for one Northwest Arkansas family 

it's a way of bonding. Laura Kirk and her family opened up the Northwest Arkansas Fencing Center 

about a year and a half ago.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:17, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  01-31-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: As Super Bowl XLVII approaches, households across the area are preparing to hold parties to 

celebrate the big game. One item that’s expected to be at nearly every party, chips and dip. Here at 

5NEWS we've organized a special competition to come up with the easiest and most delicious chip 



dip. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:45, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  02-04-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Music downloads are available at the Fayetteville Public Library. Viewers were given information 

on how they could check out e-books and audio books. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:58 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Lincoln" - an exploration of the character of Abraham Lincoln, the president and the man, as seen 

through the eyes of three members of the team that made the Oscar-nominated film "Lincoln": 

director Steven Spielberg, actor Daniel Day Lewis, and historian Doris Kearns Goodwin, on whose 

book the movie was based. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Ruth Streeter) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Dame Maggie" - an interview / profile of British actress Dame Maggie Smith, now appearing in 

Downton Abbey, the popular PBS series. Also includes comments by actor/director Dustin 

Hoffman; and by Julian Fellowes, writer and creator of Downton Abbey. (C: Steve Kroft - P: 

Deirdre Naphin Curran) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  02-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Northwest Arkansas students get a unique lesson in Arkansas history as actors bring the stage into 

the classroom. Students have the opportunity to visit Walton's Art Center and experience live theater 

first hand. Laura Goodman, V.P. of Learning & Engagement was guest. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 3:00 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  02-23-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS NEWS SPECIAL: "Vanity Fair's Hollywood" - the pages of Vanity Fair magazine's annual 

Hollywood issue are brought to life in this special broadcast, featuring segments reflective of several 

articles from the March 2013 issue, and including commentary by magazine staff members. 

Segments include: (1) a review of photographer Bruce Weber's creative efforts for the issue, 

including comments by Weber himself and by some of the actors who were his subjects; (2) a profile 

of producer Megan Ellison, who has used her wealth to become one of Hollywood's most important 

financiers. Includes comments by directors Kathryn Bigelow and John Hillcoat; (3) a profile / 

interview of former entertainment mogul Merv Adelson, once the head of Lorimar Productions. 

Includes comments by comedian Shecky Greene, and television producer George Schlatter; (4) an 

account of the creation of Quentin Tarantino's groundbreaking film, "Pulp Fiction", including 

comments by actors John Travolta and Harvey Keitel; (5) an account of the evolution, over the 

years, of what has become the annual Vanity Fair Oscar party, now celebrating its 20th anniversary 

this year. Includes comments by several Vanity Fair staff members and by several actors who have 

attended past parties. Senior Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky. Supervising Producer: Josh 

Gelman. Senior Producer: Peter Schweitzer. Editor, Vanity Fair: Graydon Carter. CBS Producers: 

James Stolz, Paul LaRosa, Liza Finley. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9-10 PM, 1 hour 

 



PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Some Northwest Arkansas Naturals fans weren't stopped by temperatures in the 20s. The Naturals 

held their second annual FanFest at Arvest Ballpark on Saturday, and many fans came out to get a 

closer look at the facilities.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:02, 2 Minutes  &  10:03, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: More than 3,000 people saw the works of Norman Rockwell on the first day they were displayed in 

an exhibit at Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art this weekend. The museum will be home to 

Norman Rockwell's works of art for three months. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:03, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  03-12-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: He's one of America's most popular artists and Northwest Arkansas is getting the rare opportunity to 

see Norman Rockwell's iconic work thanks to a temporary exhibition now at Crystal Brides Museum 

in Bentonville. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 3:00 

 

 

ECONOMY 

New Housing, Business Development, Wages, Employment 
 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  01-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: This week's show featured: Investor Mohamed El-Erian, CEO and Co-CIO of Pimco, talked about 

the positive December jobs report and the fragility of our economy, as well as Washington's 

dysfunction over the "fiscal cliff" debate. French fashion executive PPR CEO Francois-Henri Pinault 

oversees brands as diverse as the Gucci Group and Puma. He says growth from female and young 

consumers will lead to a bright future for his stable of nearly twenty luxury and lifestyle brands. 

There are 535 people causing 240 million to suffer economically, says former Wells Fargo CEO 

Dick Kovacevich, one of many business leaders to speak out against the U.S. Congress and this 

week's "fiscal cliff" deal. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-13-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "March of the Machines" - a report on technological advances in automation, especially in robotics, 

that are both revolutionizing the workplace and eliminating more jobs than these advances create. 

Includes interviews with: Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, professors, MIT; Bruce Welty, 

CEO, Quiet Logistics; Rodney Brooks, founder, iRobot; John Dulchinos, CEO, Adept Technology. 

(C: Steve Kroft - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Maria Gavrilovic) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  01-13-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: With a soft economy impacting demand for four-year college degrees, Harvard University's 

president, Drew Faust, weighs in on the need for affordable education. BuzzFeed founder Jonah 

Peretti and editor in chief Ben Smith describe how social sharing has changed the way the news is 

reported and received, and how viral best-of lists and goofy cat pictures may support the future of 



journalism. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  01-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Starting Sunday, you'll need another penny to send a card to Grandma. The price of sending mail 

with a first-class stamp, the kind of postage most consumers use, goes up by one cent to 46 cents, a 

hike the U.S. Postal Service first announced last October. Postcard postage will also rise one cent to 

33 cents.  

TIME AND DURATION:  12:07, 25 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  01-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: For this week's program, Maria reports from The World Economic Forum in Davos and we will 

feature: Harvard University Professor Ken Rogoff assesses the overall mood of the world's most 

influential business and political leaders at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. 

Rogoff also forecasts what's next for the U.S. and global economies. JP Morgan Chase's CEO Jamie 

Dimon talks candidly about cleaning up the bank and his drastic pay cut after the London Whale 

trading losses. He also discusses the state of the economy, impending regulation of the banks, and 

Washington's need for a grand bargain. With an empire that rivals Oprah Winfrey, China's Yang Lan 

is a force in the media world to the tune of $1 billion. But being a successful businesswoman in 

China isn't without its challenges. The TV maven explains the changing role of women there, as well 

as China's economy and increasing openness. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Undersecretary for Economic, Energy, and Agricultural Affairs and former Goldman Sachs vice 

chair Robert Hormats on how new American technologies and stronger exports can strengthen the 

U.S. economy. Former deputy press secretary to George W. Bush, Tony Fratto, and Presidential 

Historian Michael Beschloss on the State of the Union address and the President's opportunity for a 

second term agenda. The incredible story of Ping Fu, the entrepreneur who overcame a childhood in 

labor camps of China's cultural revolution to running an award-winning 3-D technology company. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  02-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Chief Equity Strategist for Nuveen Asset Management Bob Doll and former Dallas Federal Reserve 

President Bob McTeer on the market reaction to the Fed's bond buying cutbacks. Is there danger 

ahead for investors? Co-chairs of the Fix the Debt Campaign, former Sen. Judd Gregg and former 

Gov. Ed Rendell, on the looming March 1st deadline for automatic spending cuts. City of New 

York's Chief Digital Officer Rachel Haot on supporting the tech industry "Made in New York" and 

the job opportunities in the sector. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Ozark Natural Science Center in Huntsville is just months away from closing its school 

program, a program that's taught local students about nature for more than 20 years. Since its 

opening in 1992, the center has hosted thousands of students who come to the science program to 

explore and discover. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:03, 2 Minutes  &  9:05, 2 Minutes 



 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  03-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Chief Economic Correspondent for Politico Ben White, and Chief Investment Strategist for Morgan 

Stanley Wealth Management David Darst on market highs, the sequester deadline, and which is 

more important. What's it like running a government agency in a time of enforced budget cuts? An 

insider perspective from the former Inspector General of the Department of Transportation Mary 

Schiavo and Raj Shah, Administrator of the United States Agency for International Development. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  03-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Dissecting the stock market's new record highs and the positive February jobs report with PIMCO 

Co. CIO Bill Gross and former chair of the Council of Economic Advisors Austan Goolsbee. Chief 

business officer for Google, Nikesh Arora, discusses Google's successful run in stock price and 

branching out to new business platforms, like Google Glass. Ernst & Young Tax Partner Greg 

Rosica on the potential changes in tax law that could impact your 2012 return, and how to avoid 

common mistakes. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  03-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Springdale's economy is leading the state's 10 largest cities in job creation. In the 36 months between 

January 2010 and December 2013, 39% of the net new non-farm jobs created by the state's largest 

cities were created in Springdale, according to data from the Arkansas Department of Workforce 

Services. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:15, 3 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  03-31-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: While Cyprus puts Europe into another financial crisis, US markets stay strong. Chief Economist at 

Deutsche Bank Joe Lavorgna and CEO of the Financial Network Group Nathan Bachrach assess 

how the retail and real estate landscapes are helping to keep the markets up and where to invest your 

money now. Hydraulic Fracturing: An Ethical or Economic Issue? With hydraulic fracturing still a 

heated issue, Chevron CEO John Watson weighs in on its potential for the job market and energy 

exports. But is it worth the environmental impact? 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 2 segments 

 

 

EDUCATION 

School Funding, Disabilities, Public Education 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-14-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Bentonville may soon build a second high school after all. The Bentonville School Board voted 

Monday night to progress with plans for a millage increase election for a second high school. 

Administrators said they plan to put the measure on the ballot sometime in late 2013.  

TIME AND DURATION:  TIME AND DURATION:  9:03, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-25-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Kids in the Van Buren School District are putting down their books, and picking up iPads instead. 



The school district purchased 60 iPads for students to learn how to better communicate in the 

classroom, according to one of the district's speech pathologists, Kendra Fanning.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:07, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A new study released at Tuesday's Bentonville school board meeting shows the district needs several 

new schools over the next decade to keep giving students an adequate education. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:03, 50 seconds  &  10:02, 2 minutes 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Recycling, Pollution, Air & Water Quality 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-22-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Washington County deputies arrested Daisy Bohannan and Anthony Stobaugh after catching up with 

them following a fuel spill early Tuesday.  

TIME AND DURATION:  5:02, 2 Minutes  &  9:02, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The storm earlier this week brought in one of the biggest rainfall totals we've seen in months, with 

almost three inches of rain in Fayetteville. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:01, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Jeffrey Kluger, TIME magazine (4) 4) Topics include: Friday's meteorites strike in Russia / 

potential dangers from a meteorite strike / praise for NASA's technology and work at cataloging and 

protecting the Earth. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  03-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Northwest Arkansas is known for backpacking and hiking trails. Allie Williams from Pack Rat in 

Fayetteville talked about clinics coming up in the spring especially for women. They do a 

comprehensive clinic prior to the hike. They teach water quality, map and compass skills, 

navigation, orienteering, nutrition in the back country, highlighting making sure everyone stays 

hydrated. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:59 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Black bear biologists with the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission visited the den of a 250-pound 

black bear named "Amy" at the Ozark National Forest Friday. Amy wears a tracking collar so the 

AGFC can keep track of her. She is one of 42 collared bears throughout the state. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:15, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 



DATE AIRED:  03-05-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Owner Jessie Lane took us inside Good Things Boutique in Fayetteville for an eco-friendly, 

sustainable shopping experience unique to Northwest Arkansas. The store is unique because they 

specialize in natural fibers that were cultivated without any pesticides or chemicals; things are made 

from recyclable materials. She also talked about the upcoming Fashion Week in Northwest 

Arkansas. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:59 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tontitown residents won't know until after the beginning of spring whether the dozens of trees 

poisoned last year by the herbicide Spike at Sbanotto Park will survive. In the meantime, the police 

department looks for suspects and offers a $5,250 reward. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:00, 2 Minutes  &  9:01, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Nile Crocodile" - a report on Africa's Nile crocodile. Includes an underwater dive in 

Botswana's Okavango Delta with wildlife filmmakers Brad Bestelink and his wife, Andy Crawford. 

The crocodiles are experienced up close in their natural habitat. Also includes an interview with Dr. 

Adam Britton, Australian zoologist. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  03-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Environmental activist Erin Brockovich spoke to nearly 300 people at the Fort Smith Senior Center 

on Cavanaugh Road Tuesday evening about contaminated groundwater following a chemical spill at 

the Whirlpool plant. 

TIME AND DURATION:  12:00; 45 Seconds 

 

 

GOVERNMENT 

Government Issues, Law, Taxes, Terrorism 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at Noon 

DATE AIRED:  01-15-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Arkansas Gov. Mike Beebe delivers State of the State Address.  

TIME AND DURATION:  12:00, 2 Minute 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm  & 5News at 9:00pm  

DATE AIRED:  01-20-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The official business of the 57th inauguration commenced on Sunday with President Barack Obama 

and Vice President Joe Biden completing their oaths of office, quietly satisfying the constitutional 

obligation to be sworn in on January 20. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:00, 2 Minutes  &  9:02, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "President Obama & Secretary Clinton" - a joint interview with President Barack Obama and 

departing Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, conducted on Friday, January 25. Topics 

include the evolution of their relationship, both professional and personal; foreign policy 



achievements of the past four years; the security failure in Benghazi, Libya; and the ongoing factors 

and considerations involved in the creation and implementation of U.S. involvement on the world 

stage. (C: Steve Kroft - Producers: Part I: L. Franklin Devine, Michael Radutzky, Maria Gavrilovic; 

Part II: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Governor Deval Patrick (D-MA) (1); Senator Jack Reed (D-RI), Senate Armed Services 

Committee (2); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); 

Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

(3) 1) A report on the conditions in Massachusetts after the blizzard. 2) Topics include: the 

conditions in Rhode Island after the blizzard; Senator Graham’s displeasure with the Obama 

administration and his perceived lack of information related to the September 11, 2012 attack in 

Benghazi, Libya / determination to put a hold on voting for the nominations of former Senator 

Chuck Hagel for Secretary of Defense and John Brennan for Director of the CIA, as a way to force 

the release of information regarding the attack in Benghazi / support from Senator Reed for the 

nominations of Mr. Hagel and Mr. Brennan, as well the belief that President Obama was indeed 

“engaged” and aware of the situation in Benghazi / ramifications of not voting to fill two key 

positions in President Obama’s cabinet.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on 

Intelligence (4); James Lewis, Director and Senior Fellow, Technology and Public Policy Program, 

Center for Strategic and International Studies (4); Jane Harman, Director, President, and Chief 

Executive Officer, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars (4); Bob Orr, CBS News 

Justice Correspondent (4) 4) Topics include: threat of cyber attacks in the United States and the need 

to view them as the new form of terrorism / little protection or legislative action from the United 

States government, making the U.S. vulnerable to a catastrophic cyber attack / lack of disclosure 

from American companies to their consumers after an attack / examples of cyber attacks / call for 

legislative framework from Congress, in order to provide oversight and security with regards to 

cyber attacks and the use of other intelligence-based security, such as drones / prediction of an 

executive order from the White House, dealing with cyber security and the subsequent resistance 

from Congress / suggestions on how to deal with this increasing threat. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Attack in Algeria" - an interview with three of the five Americans who survived the January 16 al-

Qaeda terrorist attack on an Algerian natural gas facility in North Africa that resulted in the deaths 

of 37 foreign workers. Interviewed are Mark Cobb, Steve Wysocki and Nick Frazier; all are 

employees of the oil company BP. (C: Charlie Rose - P: Howard L. Rosenberg, Julie Holstein) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: David Leonhardt, The New York Times (5); Kevin Merida, The Washington Post (5); 

Terrell Brown, CBS News Correspondent (6) 5) Topics include: reaction to Senator Graham's 

determination to put a hold on voting for the nominations of former Senator Chuck Hagel for 

Secretary of Defense and John Brennan for Director of the CIA; President Obama's upcoming State 

of the Union address; the media's recent handling of the hacking scandal affecting the Bush family e-

mails. 6) A report on the conditions in Boston and the Northeast after the blizzard. 



TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-11-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The professor-carry bill by Rep. Charlie Collins, R-Fayetteville, is being amended to allow the board 

of trustees of colleges and universities to decide in an annual vote whether they want to opt in or out, 

Collins said Monday (Feb. 11).  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05, 50 seconds  &  10:02, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Denis McDonough, White House Chief of Staff (1); former Governor Haley Barbour (R-

MS) (2); Mayor Cory Booker (D-Newark, NJ) (2); Government 1) Topics include: across-the-board 

"sequestration" cuts slated to take effect March 1st / President Obama's commitment to stabilize the 

debt problem / resistance from the Republican-controlled House of Representatives to President 

Obama's proposals; President Obama's immigration plan which includes a path to citizenship; 

response to the Republican perception that President Obama was disengaged regarding the 

September 11, 2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya / Congress' decision to hold up the nominations of 

former Senator Chuck Hagel for Secretary of Defense and John Brennan for Director of the CIA, as 

a way to force the release of information regarding the attack in Benghazi / ongoing effort between 

the Obama administration and the intelligence committees to provide the necessary documents / 

support for the nominations of Mr. Hagel and Mr. Brennan, as well the potential ramifications of not 

voting to fill two key positions in President Obama's cabinet. 2) Topics include: opinions from 

Governor Barbour and Mayor Booker on whether or not the sequester will occur and the potential 

consequences should these cuts go into effect; Mayor Booker's interest in seeking the Democratic 

nomination for the New Jersey Senate seat to be eventually vacated by longtime Senator Frank 

Lautenberg; advice from Governor Barbour for both Republicans and Democrats on how to avoid 

the sequester. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Tom Ricks, Foreign Policy magazine (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5); 

Margaret Brennan, CBS News State Department Correspondent (5); Michael Gerson, The 

Washington Post (6); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (6); John Dickerson, CBS News Political 

Director (6) 5) Topics include: foreign policy challenges of 2013; Secretary of State John Kerry's 

upcoming visit to Syria; President Obama's foreign policy positions on Syria, Afghanistan, and Iran; 

opinions regarding the nominations of former Senator Chuck Hagel for Secretary of Defense and 

John Brennan for Director of the CIA; continuing questions over President Obama's response to the 

September 11, 2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya. 6) Topics include: opinions from the panel on 

whether or not the sequester will occur and the potential consequences should these cuts go into 

effect; President Obama's immigration plan which includes a path to citizenship / division within the 

Republican Party and their need to win over Hispanic voters. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 2 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Arne Duncan, Secretary of Education (1); Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA) (2); Senator Kelly 

Ayotte (R-NH) (2); Governor Bob McDonnell (R-VA) (3); Governor Martin O'Malley (D-MD) (3) 

(4); Governor Jan Brewer (R-AZ) (3) (4); Governor John Hickenlooper (D-CO) (3) (4) Guest 

Moderator: Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 1) Topics include: impact 

the sequester could have on education funding and programs such as Head Start; ongoing gun 

control debate. 2) Topics include: Senator Kaine's explanation of the response to and plans for 

avoiding the sequester from Senate Democrats / Senator Ayotte's opinion that Republicans should 

have an alternative to the plan proposed by the Democrats / potential risks to the economy. 3) Topics 



include: threats to the economies of Maryland, Virginia, Arizona, and Colorado should the sequester 

take effect / differing opinions as to whether or not the Obama administration is overly dramatizing 

the consequences of the spending cuts. 4) Topics include: Governor Brewer's opinion of Florida 

Republican Senator Marco Rubio's efforts to draft comprehensive immigration reform / differing 

opinions on whether or not security of the border and comprehensive immigration reform can and 

should be achieved in tandem, instead of security before reform; Governor Hickenlooper's top 

priority regarding gun control legislation; Governor O'Malley's recent disagreement with New Jersey 

Governor Chris Christie's claim of reformist innovations. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 4 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-01-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Gov. Mike Beebe signed the professor-carry bill into law Friday (March 1), allowing public 

university, college and community college faculty and staff with a concealed-carry permit to take a 

concealed handgun onto campus. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:01, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); Senator Lindsey 

Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); Senator Dick Durbin (D-IL), Senate 

Majority Whip (2); Bob Woodward, The Washington Post, author, "The Price of Politics" (3) 1) 

Topics include: criticism against President Obama and his administration for not leading and 

allowing the sequester to happen / advice for fellow Republicans on what needs to be done / topics 

discussed during a recent meeting with President Obama / impact of extreme cuts to the defense 

budget on the U.S. military; willingness to put a hold on voting for the nomination of John Brennan 

for Director of the CIA, as a way to force the release of information regarding the September 11, 

2012 attack in Benghazi, Libya. 2) Topics include: bipartisan effort in the Senate to draft a new 

immigration bill; unprecedented gridlock in Washington; opinion on the claim by Watergate reporter 

Bob Woodward that he was threatened by the White House and Gene Sperling, an economic advisor 

to President Obama. 3) Topics include: details concerning the recent report that Mr. Woodward 

received a veiled threat from Gene Sperling, an economic advisor to President Obama / thoughts on 

the Obama administration and the current political climate in Washington. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 3 segments 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-05-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Board of Directors voted 5-1 Tuesday night to approve more funding for an aquatics 

center at Ben Geren Park. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:00, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Mayor Michael Bloomberg, New York, NY (1); Senator Rob Portman (R-OH), Senate 

Budget Committee (2); Representative Chris Van Hollen (D-MD), House Budget Committee (2); 

former Governor Jeb Bush (R-FL), author, "Immigration Wars: Forging an American Solution" (3); 

Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (4); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (4) 1) 

Topics include: thoughts on the sequester and President Obama's "charm offensive" in reaching out 

to Republican members of Congress; word from Congress that gun control legislation will not 

include a ban on assault weapons / Mayor Bloomberg's quest to get information on gun ownership 

and other issues to the public, so that they are able to make better and more informed decisions / 

faith in the current atmosphere and momentum in Washington regarding gun control; New York 

City ban on large sugary drinks, set to take effect March 12th. 2) Topics include: President Obama’s 

"charm offensive" in reaching out to Republican members of Congress / Senator Portman's opinion 



that President Obama needs to reach out to Democrats as well / Representative Van Hollen's belief 

that President Obama is in touch with his own political party / thoughts on the sequester / conflicting 

opinions as to whether or not President Obama has actually offered any changes to entitlement 

programs, such as Medicare. 3) Topics include: former Governor Bush's changing position on 

immigration reform -- from supporting a path to citizenship for illegal immigrants, to now endorsing 

a path to legal residency / how former Governor Bush's position compares to that of other prominent 

Republicans; opinion as to why President Obama won the last election; refusal to explore a possible 

run for the presidency at the current time; thoughts on the current fiscal negotiations and President 

Obama's "charm offensive". 4) Topics include: former Governor Bush's changing position on 

immigration reform; President Obama’s "charm offensive" in reaching out to Republican members 

of Congress. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 4 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, House of Representatives Committee on the 

Budget (1); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) (2); Reince Priebus, Chairman, Republican National 

Committee (3); David Sanger, The New York Times (4); Danielle Pletka, American Enterprise 

Institute (AEI) (4); Richard Haass, Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), author, "Foreign Policy 

Begins At Home: The Case for Putting America's House in Order" (4); David Rohde, Thomson 

Reuters (4) 1) Topics include: response to criticism of Representative Ryan’s "Path to Prosperity" 

budget, which he released this week / reasoning behind his budget’s inclusion of a repeal of 

“Obama” / opinion that a debt crisis, although not happening now, is coming to America; support for 

President Obama’s "so-called charm offensive", but questions as to its sincerity and how long it will 

last; call for President Obama and members of Congress to make the right decisions regarding the 

budget. 2) Topics include: criticism of Representative Ryan's "Path to Prosperity" budget / Senate's 

own budget plans / optimism that a government shutdown will be avoided and ultimately, a budget 

deal will be reached. 3) Topics include: results of Mr. Priebus' comprehensive post-election review 

of the Republican Party / proposed changes to the scheduling of the convention, fewer debates, and 

the primary system / thoughts on the Republican "message" and how the party could relate better to 

minorities. 4) Topics include: current foreign policy issues facing the Obama administration, such as 

the recent most recent threats from North Korea / relationship between North Korea and Iran and 

how the former’s nuclear capabilities impact the latter; President Obama's upcoming trip to Israel; 

current situation in Syria. 5) Face the Nation Flashback topic: the one hundredth anniversary of the 

presidential news conference. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Brendon Ayanbadejo, Baltimore Ravens (1); Tony Perkins, Family Research Council (1); 

Austin Nimocks, Alliance Defending Freedom (1); Evan Wolfson, Freedom to Marry (1); David 

Frum, The Daily Beast (1); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Permanent Select 

Committee on Intelligence (2) (3); Clarissa Ward, CBS News Foreign Correspondent (3); Tom 

Friedman, The New York Times (3); Bobby Ghosh TIME magazine (3); Jan Crawford, CBS News 

Chief Legal Correspondent (4); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (4) 1) Topics include: 

arguments to be heard this week before the Supreme Court on two cases dealing with same-sex 

marriage / Mr. Ayanbadejo's decision to speak publicly, as well as file a brief in the Supreme Court 

supporting same-sex marriage / opposing views from panel members regarding same-sex marriage / 

conflicting opinions as to whether or not Americans support same-sex marriage / Mr. Frum's change 

from once opposing to now supporting same-sex marriage / role of religious institutions in the same-

sex marriage debate / what Mr. Nimocks and Mr. Wolfson are hoping to hear from the Supreme 

Court / steps being undertaken by the National Football League to make gay players feel 

comfortable. 2) Topics include: conflicting reports out of Syria as to the possible use of chemical 

weapons by either the Assad regime or the rebels / impact the current situation in Syria is having on 

the region / reported frustration from America's Arab League allies as to the lack of U.S. leadership / 

call for the United States to provide military training to the rebels. 3) Topics include: reaction to this 

morning's announcement of the resignation of Moaz Al-Khatib, former leader of the Syrian 

opposition / impact the current situation in Syria is having on the region / thoughts on what 



America's role should be in the ongoing crisis in Syria; President Obama's recent trip to Israel / 

improved relations between Israel and Turkey; current situation in Afghanistan; reaction from 

Representative Rogers to reports that the government is considering moving control of the drone 

program from the CIA to the Defense Department. 4) Topics include: Ms. Crawford's thoughts on 

how the Supreme Court will interpret the two cases regarding same-sex marriage; the question of 

background checks being included in any gun control legislation; the North Dakota legislature's 

decision to put a referendum outlawing abortion on their next ballot. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 30 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-31-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Lost Boys" - a second follow-up on the continuing odyssey of several of "The Lost Boys" -- 

Sudanese young men, orphaned as a result of a civil war twenty-five years ago that destroyed their 

homes and families. Through a U.S. State Department-sponsored program, three thousand of them 

were brought from Africa and resettled across the United States in 2001. Includes interviews with 

refugees Joseph Taban Rufino and Abraham Yel Nhial, and with Sasha Chanoff, an American 

teacher from Boston. (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 2 segments 

 

 

HEALTH 

Healthy Lifestyle, Heart Health, Health and Safety Tips, Prescription Drugs, New Medical Findings 
 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  01-11-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: OBGYN Dr. Lindsey Seale with Willow Creek Women's Hospital shares why daily vitamin and 

calcium supplements, in addition to a sensible diet, are important to your long-term health. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:59 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  01-14-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: OBGYN Dr. Lindsey Seale of Willow Creek Women's Hospital tells the top reasons we get 

headaches and shares some remedies to possibly prevent or lessen the pain. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:59 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-28-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Widespread stomach illness has forced the Lincoln School District to close its doors for the next few 

days. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:00, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-30-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Since the Super Bowl is this week, we're getting in shape football style in this 5NEWS Fit. These 

exercise moves will help you burn off some of those food fumbles you make at the Super Bowl party 

Sunday. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:15, 2 Minutes  &  9:15, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Roger Goodell, Commissioner, National Football League (NFL); Jim Nantz, CBS Sports; 



Phil Simms, CBS Sports; Shannon Sharpe, CBS Sports Topics include: concerns over football 

player safety / link between the game, brain injuries, and other ailments dealt with later in life, such 

as Alzheimer's / NFL’s decision to donate thirty million dollars to the National Institute of Health 

and to join General Electric in their research initiative / lawsuits against the NFL, claiming that it hid 

the dangers of the game from players / addressing concerns over the safety of young players / 

defense of youth football, citing danger in other sports / expressed distrust of team doctors and 

medical staff from current NFL players; Commissioner Goodell's warm reception by the people of 

New Orleans, in light of the fines and suspensions levied against the New Orleans Saints for the 

bounty scandal; optimism regarding the longevity of the game of football / changes to game rules 

and procedures being implemented by the NFL; thoughts on Super Bowl XLVII and the host city of 

New Orleans.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-07-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anti-abortion legislation gains ground in the Arkansas House of Representatives. Thursday a panel 

approved a bill that would ban abortions after 12 weeks.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anti-abortion protestors rallied outside the only abortion clinic in the state, located in Little Rock in 

the midst of controversy. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:02, 2 minutes  &  10:02, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: Eye Opener 

DATE AIRED:  02-11-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Dermatologists now have a groundbreaking tool to help them detect skin cancers such as melanoma, 

in its earliest stages. NWA Dermatologist Dr. Missy Clifton shares details of this new technology 

and also tells us what causes dry itchy skin especially during the winter and offers some over-the-

counter remedies. 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-9 AM, 2:58 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Tim Winter, Parents Television Council (5); Chris Ferguson, Professor of Psychology, 

Texas A&M University (5); Mary Ellen O'Toole, former FBI Senior Profiler (5); Representative Tim 

Murphy (R-PA) (5); Michael Fitzpatrick, National Alliance on Mental Illness (5) Guest Moderator: 

Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent 5) Topics include: connection between 

video games and gun violence / Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) system for rating 

video games / need to focus on and rethink the American mental health system, so that parents and 

educators are able to identify the first signs of mental illness / call for more parental involvement. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  03-04-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Dr. Susan Averitt with Best Start Pediatrics addresses kids and depression. Dr. Averitt explains the 

issue can be real for many kids and what signs to look out for when kids appear to be suffering from 

mental illness. If you have any questions or concerns about depression contact your local 

pediatrician. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:15, 2 Minutes 

 



PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Are you just too busy to get in shape? How does a lazy girl fitness routine sound? This 5NEWS Fit 

is for all you multi-taskers who struggle to get motivated. Gabby Mooney with G-Fit shows us what 

to do. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:15, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  03-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Are you just too busy to get in shape? How does a lazy girl fitness routine sound? This 5NEWS Fit 

is for all you multi-taskers who struggle to get motivated. Gabby Mooney with G-Fit shows us what 

to do. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:15, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Lethal Medicine" - an investigation into how tainted pain medication that caused fungal meningitis 

came to be produced and distributed by New England Compounding Center (NECC), a 

compounding pharmacy in Framingham, Massachusetts owned by the family of Barry Cadden. The 

steroid drug, methylprednisolone acetate, has so far killed forty-eight Americans and sickened 

hundreds more. Includes interviews with: Joe Connolly, an NECC technician; David Kessler, Fmr. 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Commissioner; Dr. Margaret Hamburg, current FDA 

Commissioner; former NECC salesman -- name undisclosed. Also includes comments by several 

victims of the drug: George Cary, Julie Otto, and Willard Mazure. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Michael Rey, 

Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael Radutzky) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00am 

DATE AIRED:  03-14-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: In a bid to reach health-conscious consumers, the iconic fast food franchise McDonald's is going to 

try and bolster its faltering sales with a lean, new egg-white sandwich. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:15, 45 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm  &  5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-20-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Results of a study released Wednesday (March 20) show Benton County residents are the healthiest 

in the state. The five healthiest counties in Arkansas, starting with most healthy, are Benton, 

Washington, Faulkner, Saline and Boone counties, according to the 2013 County Health Rankings. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:03, 25 Seconds  &  9:15, 45 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: No more excuses about not having enough time to exercise. You can get it done in less than 10 

minutes. This 5NEWS Fit Heather Lewis heads to Marvin Altman Fitness Center in Fort Smith, and 

she recruited a little help. Meteorologist Joe Pennington laces up his shoes to learn a fast, effective 

workout you can do on your lunch break.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:15, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: On the Money With Maria Bartiromo 

DATE AIRED:  03-31-2013 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Could a NYC startup revolutionize our healthcare system? CEO of Sherpaa Jay Parkinson uses his 

medical training and technology skills to start a service that puts patients directly in-touch with 

healthcare specialists. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:30-11 AM, 1 segment 

 

 

MILITARY 

Iraq Departures, Arrivals, National Guard 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  01-13-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee (1); Senator Joe Manchin 

(D-WV), Senate Armed Services Committee (2); General Stanley McChrystal, author, "My Share of 

the Task" (3); Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa (D-Los Angeles, CA) (4); Rajiv Chandrasekaran, The 

Washington Post (5); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political 

Director (5) 1) Topics include: Friday's announcement from President Obama regarding American 

troop withdrawal from Afghanistan; President Obama's choices for his cabinet; gun control. 2) 

Topics include: Friday’s announcement from President Obama regarding American troop 

withdrawal from Afghanistan / approval of drone strikes in Pakistan, al Qaeda's safe haven; 

President Obama's choices for his cabinet, specifically Chuck Hagel for Secretary of Defense; gun 

control. 3) Topics include: Friday's announcement from President Obama regarding American troop 

withdrawal from Afghanistan / thoughts on Pakistan, al Qaeda's safe haven; story behind General 

McChrystal's resignation; President Obama's nomination of former Republican Senator Chuck Hagel 

as Secretary of Defense; impact the war in Afghanistan is having on U.S. service personnel / support 

for the draft; near term and long term threats to national security. 4) Topics include: outline of 

Mayor Villaraigosa's upcoming speech on immigration reform; gun control / level of police presence 

in Los Angeles public schools; diversity of President Obama's choices for his cabinet. 5) Topics 

include: American troop withdrawal from Afghanistan; upcoming debt ceiling negotiations; 

President Obama's choices for his cabinet, specifically Chuck Hagel for Secretary of Defense. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-02-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Arkansas Army National Guard's 142nd Fires Brigade held its final live-fire exercise of the 

year. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:03, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-08-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Plans are moving forward to forever honor a highly decorated World War II hero from Fort Smith, 

General William O. Darby. 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:03, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Iron Dome" - a report on Israel's "Iron Dome", a sophisticated defense system whose missiles can, 

with radar and computer assistance, intercept and destroy incoming rockets in mid-air. Includes 

interviews with: Ehud Barak, Israeli defense minister; Shai Kogensky, commander of an Iron Dome 

battery; Didi Ya'ari, CEO of Rafael, the lead manufacturer of the system; Husam Zomlot, PLO 

diplomat and a professor at Birzeit University. (C: Bob Simon - P: Andy Court) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 



DATE AIRED:  02-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: "Killing Bin Laden" - the first interview with a retired Navy SEAL who 

was part of the team that carried out the raid on Osama bin Laden's compound in Abbottabad, 

Pakistan, and who was in the room when bin Laden, the leader of al Qaeda and the world's most 

wanted terrorist, died from American bullets. In the interview, "Mark Owen" (a pseudonym used for 

security) recalls each step of the mission and the preparation which he and the nation's elite force 

had made for it. "Mark Owen" has just written a book about this, entitled "No Easy Day". This 

interview is divided into four segments and comprises the whole hour. (Parts I, II, IV: C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Henry Schuster; Pt. III: C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rachael Kun Morehouse) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Life and Death of Clay Hunt" - an investigation into the possible factors involving the high 

incidence of suicide by American soldiers, with a focus on Clay Hunt, a decorated Marine veteran 

with combat tours in Afghanistan and Iraq who was wounded in battle and later diagnosed with 

PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder) and depression. Clay Hunt committed suicide in his Texas 

apartment in March 2011. Includes interviews with Jack Wood, Marine, friend of Clay Hunt; Susan 

Selke and Stacy Hunt, Clay’s parents; John Wordin, Executive Director, "Ride 2 Recovery". (C: 

Byron Pitts - P: David Schneider) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

 

POLITICS 

Political Interviews, Gambling, Voter Registration, Foreign Policies 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  01-06-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), House Minority Leader (1); Senator Mitch McConnell 

(R-KY), Senate Minority Leader (2); Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ) (3); Senator Chris Murphy (D-CT) 

(3); Representative Mike Kelly (R-PA) (3); Representative Matt Salmon (R-AZ) (3); Representative 

Rick Nolan (D-MN) (3); David Sanger, The New York Times (4); Rana Foroohar, TIME magazine 

(4) 1) Topics include: Representative Pelosi's disagreement with Senate Republican leader 

McConnell's opinion that the tax revenue debate is over and that Congress must now focus on 

spending / tax reform / specifics on entitlement reform as a way to cut spending / reaction to 

Representative Boehner's assessment that every dollar that goes to raising the debt ceiling must be 

matched with a dollar of spending cuts / upcoming fiscal deadlines / reasons behind the partisanship 

in Washington, which keeps both parties from working together, resulting in these looming 

deadlines. 2) Topics include: reaction to comments from Representative Pelosi regarding tax 

revenues / support for tax reform; criticism of President Obama for his lack of leadership; 

disagreement with Democrats regarding their suggestions for entitlement reform; decision to not 

comment on gun control until Vice President Biden's committee on gun violence has released its 

report. 3) Topics include: reaction from Senators Flake and Murphy to comments from 

Representative Pelosi and Senator McConnell; Representative Kelly's thoughts on what has been 

accomplished since he first entered office two years ago / opinions from the returning Congressmen 

on the panel as to what Congress has been doing wrong since they left office; reaction to Texas 

Republican Senator John Cornyn's op-ed piece asking fellow Republicans to be willing to shut down 

the government in order to secure spending cuts; thoughts on gun control from members of the 

panel. 4) Topics include: impact the fiscal cliff negotiations have had on the rest of the world's 

perception of the United States / opinion that the upcoming vote on raising the debt ceiling will be 

left to the last minutes; tomorrow's possible nomination by President Obama of former Republican 

Senator Chuck Hagel as Secretary of Defense. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  01-13-2013 



PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Justice Sotomayor" - the first broadcast interview with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Sonia 

Sotomayor. The daughter of Puerto Rican immigrants, she is the first Hispanic on the Court. She 

discusses her life and career, including the role that affirmative action played. Includes brief 

comments by her mother, Celina Sotomayor. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster) 

TIME AND DURATION:  7-8 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  01-20-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: David Plouffe, White House senior adviser (1); Dr. Condoleezza Rice, CBS News 

Contributor, former Secretary of State, George W. Bush Administration (2) (3); Bob Woodward, 

The Washington Post (2); Dee Dee Myers, Vanity Fair (2); Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal 

(2); Joseph Califano, former aide, Lyndon Johnson administration (3); Taylor Branch, author, "The 

King Years: Historic Moments in the Civil Rights Movement" (3); Dr. James Peterson, Lehigh 

University (3); Mayor Julian Castro (D-San Antonio, TX) (4); Representative Joaquin Castro (D-

TX) (4) 1) Topics include: terrorist situation at a natural gas plant in Algeria; atmosphere of political 

divisiveness in the U.S. / offer from House Republicans to extend the nation’s debt ceiling for three 

months / gun control legislation. 2) Topics include: lack of collaboration between the White House 

and Congress / belief held by many Republicans in Congress that President Obama “doesn’t like 

them”; gun control legislation; offer from House Republicans to extend the nation's debt ceiling for 

three months; foreign policy challenges facing President Obama. 3) Topics include: former President 

Lyndon Johnson's accomplishments / thoughts on the 1964 civil rights bill from Dr. Rice, Mr. 

Branch, and Dr. Peterson; advice for President Obama as he begins his second term; consensus that 

"education is the civil rights issue of the era"; problems within the Republican Party. 4) Topics 

include: economic competitiveness as the most important issue for Mayor Castro / Mayor Castro's 

keynote address at the Democratic National Convention; repairing America's fiscal situation as the 

most important issue for Representative Castro; belief that the changing demographics within the 

state of Texas will ultimately transform it from a Republican state to a Democratic one. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 5:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-26-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Arkansas General Assembly probably will approve legislation allowing college professors and 

staff members to carry concealed handguns on campus, Sen. Bart Hester, R-Cave Springs, said at a 

legislative forum Saturday (Jan. 26). 

TIME AND DURATION:  5:03, 1 Minute 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  01-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) (1); Commissioner Ray Kelly, Police Commissioner of 

the City of New York (2); Representative Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) (3); Newt Gingrich, former 

Speaker of the House of Representatives (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4); Stephanie 

Cutter, Democratic Strategist (4); Kevin Madden, Republican Strategist (4); David Sanger, The New 

York Times 1) Topics include: Senator Feinstein's legislation to ban assault weapons / differences 

between this new legislation and the existing laws in New York State and California / strength of the 

National Rifle Association today versus twenty years ago when the original assault weapons ban was 

passed; real and ongoing threat from terrorism, as evidenced by the recent turmoil in Mali. 2) Topics 

include: support for Senator Feinstein's legislation as a move in the right direction / the handgun as 

the main gun problem in New York City / list of what Commissioner Kelly would like to see from 

Congress regarding gun control / NYC Police Department's plans to implement Terahertz 

technology / civil liberties versus Terahertz technology and tighter gun control. 3) Topics include: 

reaction to comments made related to gun control from Senator Feinstein and Commissioner Kelly / 

disapproval for Senator Feinstein's legislation to ban assault weapons / Representative Blackburn's 

call to stop looking at symptoms and instead start looking at the root causes of gun violence, such as 

mental health; reaction to recent criticism from Republicans against their own party; Mr. Gingrich's 

reaction to his own statement from 1995, in which he spoke out against women in combat; examples 

of mistakes made by the Republican Party during the presidential election. 4) Topics include: 



President Obama's inaugural address / thoughts on the tactical measures President Obama must 

incorporate in order to have a successful second term; need for the Republican Party to acknowledge 

the changing American electorate; real and ongoing threat from terrorism, as evidenced by the recent 

turmoil in Mali and the nuclear threat from North Korea; Ms. Cutter's predictions as to what 

President Obama will address in the upcoming State of the Union. 5) Face The Nation Flashback 

topic: the Space Challenger disaster which took place twenty-seven years ago -- January 28, 1986. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 hour 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on 

Intelligence (3) 3) Topics include: Representative Rogers' reaction to Senator Graham's comments 

made related to the Benghazi investigation; last night's comments from former Vice President Dick 

Cheney criticizing President Obama's choices to staff the national security team; concerns over the 

current situation in Syria; controversy over the Obama administration's use of drones / argument 

from civil liberties groups that American citizens killed in drone attacks, even if they have allied 

themselves with terrorist organizations, possess certain rights under the Constitution. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  02-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment "President Obama & Secretary Clinton." 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: CBS Special Report 

DATE AIRED:  02-12-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: STATE OF THE UNION 2013 - live coverage of President 

Obama's State of the Union Address to a joint session of Congress. Includes: (1) Correspondents' 

preview commentary about the address, v/o live video of the House Chamber. (2) President Obama's 

entrance into the Chamber. (3) President Obama's Address. (4) Correspondents' commentary, v/o 

video of President Obama exiting the House Chamber. (5) Republican response by Senator Marco 

Rubio (R- Florida) (from the Speaker's Conference Room at the Capitol). Followed by 

Correspondents' commentary about Rubio. (6) Correspondents' commentary about the President's 

remarks about gun control legislation during his address, and then general commentary about the 

President's Address. CORRESPONDENTS: Scott Pelley (anchor, Washington, D.C.); Bob 

Schieffer, Norah O'Donnell (both with Pelley); Nancy Cordes (on Capitol Hill); Major Garrett (at 

the White House). 

TIME AND DURATION:  8-10 PM, 2 hours 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-04-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Arkansas Governor Mike Beebe vetoed Senate Bill 134, which would have banned abortions at 12 

weeks into a pregnancy, Monday afternoon (March 4). 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:02, 25 seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Crackdown in Russia" - a report on Pussy Riot, the Russian female punk protest band, who angered 

Russian authorities after they staged an anti-Vladimir Putin rally in Moscow's largest Orthodox 

church prior to President Putin's re-election. Two members were sent to labor camps, two are in 

hiding, and Katya Samutsevich is the only member willing to speak publicly and without the group's 

trademark mask -- a balaclava. Includes interviews with: Katya Samutsevich, band member; Garry 

Kasparov, chess master; Sergei Markov, a political spokesman for Putin; Pyotr Verzilov, husband of 



imprisoned band member Nadia Tolokonnikova; and disguised band member referred to as "Kot". 

(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On, Alexandra Poolos) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-31-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Paul Reid, author, "The Last Lion: Winston Spencer Churchill: Defender of the Realm 1940-

1965" (3); Lynne Olson, author, "Those Angry Days: Roosevelt, Lindbergh, and America's Fight 

Over World War II, 1939-1941" (3); Jeffrey Frank, author, "Ike and Dick: Portrait of a Strange 

Political Marriage" (3); Amity Shlaes, author, "Coolidge" (3) 3) Topics include: circumstances 

behind Mr. Reid taking over and completing the third volume of William Manchester's biography of 

Winston Churchill; relationship between President Theodore Roosevelt and Charles Lindbergh; 

relationship between Presidents Dwight Eisenhower and Richard Nixon; insight into the presidency 

of Calvin Coolidge. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

Safety Information, Safety Tips 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  01-15-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Arkansas State Highway Commission has opened bids for improvements to roadways in 

Sebastian, Crawford and Johnson Counties.  

TIME AND DURATION:  6:02, 25 seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-19-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Northwest Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma lay in the heart of tornado alley. About 1150 tornadoes 

form across the United States annually and can occur in any month. These tornadoes kill on average 

60 people and injure over 1,500 in a typical year. 2012 was a quiet year in Arkansas with no tornado 

related deaths. This is the first year since 2007 with no killer tornados in the state.  

TIME AND DURATION:  10:15, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  & 5News at 10:00pm  

DATE AIRED:  02-23-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Fire Department introduced six new trucks to the public Saturday (Feb. 23). The 

fleet includes two 100-foot platform ladder trucks, three "pumpers" and a 75-foot Quint which is a 

combination of a pumper and a ladder truck. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:02, 2 Minutes  &  10:04, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-24-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Street and Traffic Control Department is busy maintaining the city streets this time 

of year, and that includes filling potholes and cracks caused by wet roads and freezing temperatures.  

TIME AND DURATION:  9:05, 2 minutes  &  10:05, 2 minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-04-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: An 18-year-old man fell from a bluff east of Mountainburg Monday evening, according to the chief 

deputy at the Crawford County Sheriff’s Office. 



TIME AND DURATION:  6:05, 25 Seconds 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 9:00pm  &  5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  03-27-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fayetteville's new Trail Response Units give firefighters the tools to get to remote locations and city 

trails to help save lives. The bigger fire trucks don't have access to these spots. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:03, 2 Minutes  &  10:00; 45 Seconds 

 

 

PUBLIC WELFARE 

Abortion, Alcohol Abuse, Abduction, Intervention, Safety Welfare 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-07-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Sebastian County Sheriff's office will host a free training seminar to help schools prevent and 

respond to emergencies. 

TIME AND DURATION:  6:02, 2 Minutes 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Africa Mercy" - a report on the Africa Mercy, the world's largest civilian hospital ship, which takes 

volunteer medical staff to the ports of some of the poorest countries on earth, along the arc of the 

West African coast, where they restore sight to people blinded by cataracts, remove disfiguring 

facial tumors, and correct cleft palates. Includes interviews with: Gary Parker, a maxillofacial 

surgeon; Ali Chandra, a nurse; Don Stephens, a Texas philanthropist and founder of the charity he 

calls ‘Mercy Ships'; Susan Parker, wife of Gary Parker. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, 

Rachael Kun Morehouse) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 10:00pm 

DATE AIRED:  02-26-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Fort Smith Police Department released new crime statistics this week. Investigators say the 

numbers show overall criminal activity is down in the city over the past three years. 

TIME AND DURATION:  10:00, 2 Minutes 

 

 

RACE 

Civil Rights, Black History, Indian Nation, Integration, EEO 
 

PROGRAM: 5News at 6:00am 

DATE AIRED:  01-07-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Martin Luther King Planning Commission has several events lined up in the River Valley.  

TIME AND DURATION:  7:03, 2 Minutes 

 

 

RELIGION 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  02-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Cardinal Donald Wuerl, Archbishop of Washington (3); 3) Topics include: Pope Benedict 

XVI's decision to resign effective February 28th / the papal conclave / need for the next pope and the 



Catholic church to address the "overwhelming influence of secularism". 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-03-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Bob Woodward, The Washington Post, author, "The Price of Politics" (5); Cardinal Timothy 

Dolan, Archbishop of New York (4); Rana Foroohar, TIME magazine (5); David Sanger, The New 

York Times (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director (5) 4) Topics include: this week's 

meeting of the College of Cardinals, who determine when the Papal Conclave will begin / problems 

facing the Catholic Church / insight into the potential topics to be discussed during the meeting -- 

the cover-up of sexual abuse crimes, as well as other potential changes to church law. 5) Topics 

include: support for Cardinal Dolan's ability to serve as a spokesman for the Catholic Church; 

impact of the sequester on the economy and unemployment / moral responsibility President Obama 

and Congress has to the American people / thoughts from the panel on what needs to be done next 

by both the president and members of Congress; Secretary of State John Kerry's announcement of an 

increase in aid to Syria; acknowledging North Korea as a nuclear power. 6) Face the Nation 

Flashback topic: a look back at two Papal Conclaves from 1978 and 2005, when Mr. Schieffer and 

other newsmen had a hard time deciding if the smoke coming from the Sistine Chapel was white or 

black. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 3 segments 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-09-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Peggy Noonan, The Wall Street Journal (5); John Dickerson, CBS News Political Director 

(5); Sally Quinn, The Washington Post (5); Greg Tobin, author, 'The Good Pope: The Making of a 

Saint and the Remaking of the Church--The Story of John XXIII and Vatican II" (5); Carl Bernstein, 

Vanity Fair (5) 5) Topics include: this week's Papal Conclave / examples from American Catholics 

as to what they would like to see and hear from the Catholic Church regarding possible reforms / 

positive aspects and/or teachings of the Catholic Church, as well as the negative conflicts currently 

facing the church, such as sexual abuse crimes / possibility of a pope being selected from among the 

North American cardinals / belief that the Catholic Church must start to become more inclusive of 

women, people of color and ultimately, homosexuals. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-10-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "God's Architect" - a report on a unique church, the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, Spain. The 

Sagrada Familia has been under construction for more than 130 years since architect Antoni Gaudi 

started working on it in 1883. Long after his death, builders are using modern technology to realize 

the master architect's vision. Includes interviews with: Gijs Van Hensbergen, Gaudi biographer; 

Jordi Bonet, chief architect of the church; Etsuro Sotoo, Japanese sculptor at the church; Mark 

Burry, lead architect at the church. (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Reuben Heyman-Kantor 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: 5News at 7:00am 

DATE AIRED:  03-16-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Father Greg Luyet from Immaculate Conception Catholic Church in Fort Smith shares his thoughts 

on the selection of the new leader of the world's 1.2 billion Catholics. 

TIME AND DURATION:  8:45 a.m. 3 Min 

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

DATE AIRED:  03-17-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The American Nuns" - a report on the tension between many American Roman Catholic nuns and 



Vatican authorities who have reprimanded their leaders for what the Vatican regards as deviations 

from church orthodoxy, leaving many to question if change will occur with newly anointed Pope 

Francis. Includes interviews with: Sister Pat Farrell, OSF, president, Leadership Conference of 

Women Religious (LCWR); J. Peter Sartain, Archbishop of Seattle; Sister Judy Park, worker in a 

Brooklyn, NY soup kitchen; Sister Simone Campbell, executive director of Network, a Catholic 

social justice lobby, and leader of the "Nuns on the Bus" campaign, a Catholic social justice 

advocacy group. (C: Bob Simon - P: Andrew Metz, Tanya Simon) 

TIME AND DURATION:  6-7 PM, 1 segment 

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

DATE AIRED:  03-31-2013 

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Guests: Cardinal Timothy Dolan, Archbishop of New York (1); Bishop Marianne Budde, Episcopal 

Diocese of Washington (2); Imam Suhaib Webb, Islamic Society of Boston Cultural Center (2); 

Rabbi David Wolpe, Sinai Temple, Los Angeles, CA (2); Bishop Harry Jackson, International 

Communion of Evangelical Churches (2) 1) Topics include: Pope Francis I / significance to 

American Catholics that Pope Francis I is from the New World and not from Europe / current state 

of religion in America / problems facing the Catholic Church / what the Catholic Church can do to 

remain relevant in a dramatically changing society. 2) Topics include: current state of faith in 

America; background of Imam Webb and his "American-style Islam" / thoughts on ethics and 

spirituality for Americans from Rabbi Wolpe and Bishop Jackson / challenges facing the various 

religions in getting their message out / habit of focusing on the differences between the various 

religions, instead of the general truth that they all share. 

TIME AND DURATION:  9:30-10:30 AM, 2 segments 

 


